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                                                              ªÀÄÄ£ÀÄßr
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¸ÀzÁ M¼ÉîAiÀÄ PÁAiÀiðUÀ½UÉ É̈£ÀÄß®Ä¨ÁV ¤AvÀÄ AiÀÄÄªÀPÀjUÉ ¨É£ÀÄß vÀnÖ ¸ÀºÀPÀj¸ÀÄªÀ £ÀªÀÄä UÁæªÀiÁAvÀgÀ ¥ËæqsÀ±Á¯É
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Marks-01                               VOCBULARY    WORKSHEET NO:01
I.            COLLOCATION WORDS  
Collocation: When two or more words join to form a new word that has its own meaning, it called Collocation. 
Combination of collocations: 
1. Noun + Noun Ex: Egg rice, Lemon rice. 2. Noun + Verb Ex: Make efforts, take responsibility. 
3.  Adjective + Noun Ex: Live music, strong coffee. 4. Compound words Ex: News papers, high school. 

combine the word with column A with its collocative word in column B
1.  Earth_______________________(   sun,    star,   quake,   moon) 
2. Railway ____________________(   port, fort, station, stand)
3. Blood _______________________( post, water, book, bank)
4. Authoritative-_______________( character, run, manner )
5. blood _______________________( post, water, book, bank) 
6.  Book  ______________________(worm, ant, hand, pen)
7.  break _____________________ _(lunch, dinner, fast, last)
8.  bright_______________________(boy, cloud, book,walk)
9.  brisk ______________________ _(run, walk, sing, dance)
10. charming____________________( girl, hot, answer, book)
11. crawl _______________________(behind, above, forward,worm)
12.  earth _______________________(land, water, quake, sun)
13.  emergence__________________(road, train, chain,above)
14.  freedom _____________________(fighter, boxer, wrestler, swimmer)
15.  frightening___________________(truth, fear, joy,chain)
16.  hand_________________________( pants, sari, socks, kerchief )
17.  heading ______________________(front, home, place,fear)
18.  honey________________________(moon, sun, star, earth)
19.  ladies_________________________( train, compartment, penthouse)
20.  leave _________________________( answer, question, letter, box)
21.  little__________________________(sea, desert, creek,earth)
22.  long __________________________( small, hen, run, food)
23.  Modern_______________________( traffic, logic, science,earth)
24.  money _______________________(coins, letter, stamps, order)
25.  mouth ________________________(talking, eating, watering, licking)
26.  Mutinous______________________( mechanic, scientists, sailors,food)
27.  nearby________________________(signal, hospital , train,fear)
28.  nuclear_______________________(land, weapon, bottle, bolt)
29.  packed ________________________(rooms, cars, coaches)
30.  patched________________________(leak, language, fence)
31.  photo _________________________( studio, table, lady, man)
32.  police ________________________( nurse, conductor, constable, stand)
33.  pondered _____________________(future, past, looks)
34.  post __________________________(book, box, paper, table)
35.  pruned________________________(cupboard, table, trees,pot)
36.  Quick_________________________( temper, sight, vision,)
37.  ragged________________________(gloves, work, cupboard)
38.  railway _______________________(station, chair, run, stop)
39.  reckless______________________(joker, fool, singer)
40.  renovated____________________(house, square, market)
41.  replastered___________________(doors, windows, walls)
42.  self ___________________________(discipline, myself, mother, stars)
43.  shake _________________________(leg, mouth, hands, eye)
44.  small__________________________(temper, apartment, sward)
45.  speedy _______________________(recovery, damage, task, time)
46.  steel _________________________(railing, seat, platform, stars)



47.  tenuous______________________(catch, cradle, hold)
48.  twinkling  ___________________(stars, moon, sun, earth)
49.  Unbridled____________________( nose, tongue, eyes, clock)
50.  unexpected__________________(turn, chair, dance, table)
51.  wall__________________________( door, table, clock, journey)
52.  wary ________________________(faces, pictures, soldiers)
53.  wheel________________________(stool, paper, book, chair)
54.  young________________________( man, giant, set,bench)
55.  arm __________________________[chair, bench, table, desk]
56.  board_________________________[bus, seat, bed, bike]
57.  break_________________________[record, climbing, lunch, supper]
58.  catch ________________________[electricity flood, fire, storm]
59.  commit_______________________[answer, homework, mistake, wrong]
60. do_____________________________[homework, food, money, noise]
61. strong________________________( milk,  water,  coffee,  book )
62. sugar_________________________( Sweet, cane, Honey, Crystal )
63. Bus___________________________( Port, Station, Stand, Fort )
64. Auto__________________________( graph, studio, board, hall )
65. Earth_________________________( Lie, mosquito, warm, Bee )
66. Air____________________________( Fort, Port, Stand, Fort )
67. Chalk_________________________( Part, Table, Board, piece )
68. Card__________________________( Page, Paper, Pen, Board )
69. Question_____________________( Print, Paste, Lens, Paper )
70. Post__________________________( Server, Lady, Owner, Man )
71. Photo_________________________( Camera, Studio, Selfie, Album)
72. Self___________________________( Myself, Mother, Stars, Discipline)
73. Leave_________________________( Answer, Question, Box, Letter )
74. Tube__________________________( Light, Bright, Pipe, Tab )
75. Daily__________________________( Degree, Purposes, Life, Various )
76. Find___________________________( Challenge, Time, Accepted, Climb )
77. Live___________________________( Trained, Baring, Music, Beutiful )
78. Native_________________________( Difficult, Country, Dictation, Switch)
79. Job____________________________( Medicine, Interview, Agriculture, Bee )
80. False__________________________( Bowling, Declared, Teeth, Joyed )
81. Rainy__________________________( Victory, Claimed, Day, Axer )
82. Departure_____________________( Character, Captain, Time, Lessons )
83. Language_____________________( Weapons, Fearing, Skills, Energy )
84. Fight__________________________( Incentive, Shook, Hard, Judge )
85. Natural________________________( Music, Divert, Disaster, civilize )
86. Raise__________________________( Falling, Questions, Stop, Carry )
87. New___________________________( Today, pleasure, time, Mountain )
88. Real___________________________( Decided, Life, Hours, Promote )
89. Declare________________________( Improve, War, Goods, Exported )
90. Junk___________________________( Active, Crises, Food, Poses )
91. Raise__________________________( Balance, Addition, Hopes, Pull )
92. Reasonably____________________( Host, Energy, Priced, Large )
93. Rapid___________________________( Growth, Progress, Movement, Speed )
94. Rustling________________________( Fruits, Leaves, Waves, Vegetables )
95. Collective______________________( Effort, bag, Shoe, School )
96. Lay_____________________________( Emphasis, soil, look, line )
97. Fair_____________________________( Regular, Deal, Valuable, Declared )
98. New____________________________( Minal, Job, Busy, Proud )
99. Joint____________________________( Rapid, Busy, Effort, Pollution) 
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Mark : 01                                   SYLLABLES                 WORKSHEET NO : 02
============================================================================
I. Which one of the following words has only one syllable?
e,g:-  Again, Accept, Eye, Canteen Answer :-eye                                          

1) Whole, Father, Idea, Direction Answer :-________________________
2) People, Wide, Continent, Primary Answer :-________________________
3) Remain, Relate, judicial, Shine Answer :-________________________
4) Forget, Impress, Pump, Parade Answer :-________________________
5) Forget, Behind, Induce, Roar Answer :-________________________
6) Gradation, Gigantic, State, Arrange Answer :-________________________
7) Impress, Contain, Tank, Material Answer :-________________________
8) Station, New, Protector, Ago Answer :-________________________
9) Quiz, Section, English, Ago Answer :-________________________
10) Enemy, Supreme, School, Beauty ( 2016 April RR) Answer :-________________________
11) Remain, Behind, awn, Arrange ( 2017 April RR) Answer :-________________________
12) Father, Cheque, Office, Travel ( 2018 march RF) Answer :-________________________
13) Powder, Blank, Succeed, Enjoy ( 2018 march RR) Answer :-________________________
14) Car, Enemy, Beauty, college Answer :-________________________
15) Hunger, Burglar, Lawn, Kilo Answer :-________________________
16) Remain, Behind, School, Arrange Answer :-________________________
17) Whatever, Who, Table, Remain Answer :-________________________
18) Table, Supreme, Beauty, free Answer :-________________________
19) Accept, Reject, Fight, Refuse Answer :-________________________
20) Eye, Table, Refuse, Accept Answer :-________________________
21) Concert, Musician, Eat, Under Answer :-________________________
22) Conversation, Concert, Accept, Tea Answer :-________________________
23) Friendship, Love, Marriage, Function Answer :-________________________
24) Zoo, Forest, Number, Separate,    Answer :-________________________
25) Accident, Ceremony, Kilo, Go Answer :-________________________
26) Forest, Shoe, College, Beauty Answer :-________________________
27) Burglar, Supreme, Key, Kilo Answer :-________________________
28) Canteen, Daughter, Friend, Father Answer :-________________________
29) Friendship, Daughter, Moon, Empty Answer :-________________________
30) Father, Empty  Section   Greed Answer :-________________________
31) People  Selection  Election  Grand Answer :-________________________
32) Idea  Former  Eye  Direction Answer :-________________________
33) Whole  Again  Accept  Canteen Answer :-________________________
34)  Doctor Teacher  Engineer  Sun Answer :-________________________
35) Water  Studio  Stool    Table Answer :-________________________
36) police  Pant  Twinkling  Forget Answer :-________________________
37) Charming  Kerchief  Taste  Letter Answer :-________________________
38)  Book  Swimmer  Freedom  Become Answer :-________________________
39) Order  Dinner  Mother  Clock Answer :-________________________
40) Dictionary  stand  Properly  Constable Answer :-________________________
41) Station  conductor  Driver  Earth Answer :-________________________
42) Food  Answer  Fighter  Journey Answer :-________________________
43) Discipline  Boxer  Pen  Necklace Answer :-________________________
44) Student  Room  Authority  Monday Answer :-________________________
45) Because  Market  Nature  Good Answer :-________________________

II  Which one of the following Words has only Two Syllables ?
46) Box  Distinction  everyday  Freedom Answer :-________________________
47) Boy  Girl  Butter  Presentation Answer :-________________________
48) Amount   Mount   Everest  Whenever  Answer :-________________________
49) Suitable  Plane  one  Enact Answer :-________________________
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OPPOSITE WORDS  OR   ANTONYMS    worksheet no : 03
==================================================================
I  Fill in the blanks with the opposite words to the underlined words.
     e.g :- Nowadays, most of the students are very  clever  but a few are  dull / dunce / foolish

or
The opposite word to be filled in the blank for the underlined word is dull / dunce / foolish.

1. Our Teacher Always speaks kindly. She ______________ speaks harshly.
2. Don’t close  the  window, Leave it___________________
3. The bird had ______________on the tree, as Satish  started to draw it, it disappeared from the 

branch.
4. We should neither borrow  nor ____________blood but donate it.
5. Ranji’s team won  in the Saturdays cricket match and the opposite team_____the game.
6. Smitha’s calculations are    accurate     but Sneha’s calculations are_____________
7. Vishnu’s father is a legal advisor, but his uncle is involved in ________smuggling.
8. Cotton is light, iron is ____________________________________
9. Riteesh is kind but Rajesh is __________________________________
10. I don’t like dull colours, I like ___________________________________ colours.
11. Peacock is a beautiful bird while owl is an _________________________________ bird.
12. Climbing the stairs is ascending but coming down is ________________________.
13. Drivers prefer smooth roads to ___________________________________ ones
14. Children should come forward to participate in the classroom activities but not go_______
15. Bengaluru is above the sea level, Kerala’s Kultanadu is __________________ the sea level.
16. Sheela can remember stories but _______________lessons.
17. Bharathi is tall but her sister is ______________
18. Raju is a strong boy but his friend is _________________
19. Kavitha is regular to class but her sister is ______________
20. Sunitha is happy with her result but her friend Pragathi is ____________.
21. I always get up at 5 O’clock in the morning but my brother ___________gets up at 5 O’clock.
22. My teacher always speaks kindly. She _________speaks harshly.

PREFIXES
II  Fill in the blanks with correct prefixes to the underlined word to make them opposite / antonym 

1.  Pepe obeyed Columbus but the seamen __________.
2.  Everything is possible, nothing is __________________ if we work hard.
3. British believed in violence but Gandhiji believed in ___________.

4. Jack was certain that the train will arrive on time but Jill was ____________.

5. Sita is regular to school but her sister is very ___________.
6.  Civilized people should not resort to __________ means to get their things done.
7.  Literate people should teach ___________ people to read and write.
8.  Driving vehicle with license is legal but without license is ____________.
9. Fortune   knocks the door once, then follows her daughter _________.
10. Man is Mortal but his good deeds are ____________.
11. God appeared before the sage, granted his wish and __________.
12.  Though Raman was an efficient administrator, he failed because his workers were___________

13.  Nakul is polite but Sham was ____________.

14. Teacher gave back _____________ assignments to the students to complete.

15.  In olden days, walking on the banks of the river was a pleasant experience, but it has become 
_______because of pollution.

1. Difficult × 5.Lose × 9. Reward × 12.Same × 

2. Full × 6.Life × 10.Permanent × 13.Long ×
3.True × 7. Dirty × 11.Heavy × 14.Useful ×
4. Kind × 8. Weak × 12.Arrival × 15.Accept ×
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Marks : 01 GIVE ONE WORD                worksheet no : 04
==================================================================

1. One who enters the house to steal. Answer :-
2. To speak in a very kind way. Answer :-
3. To talk in a low voice. Answer :-
4. To make movements with hands. Answer :- 
5. Lower the body close to the ground. Answer :-
6. One who travels to workplace daily. Answer :-
7. The man that a woman is engaged to. Answer :-
8. A person who loves his country. Answer :-
9. A piece of land which fruit trees are grown. Answer :-
10. A person who makes figures in stone, wood, metal etc. Answer :-
11. A person who is especially good at some art or achievement. Answer :- 
12. To speak in very unkind way. Answer :-
13. An angry look/expression of anger. Answer :-
14. Feeling in a way that things will not improve. Answer :-
15. Say something not clearly enough. Answer :-
16. Feeling helplessly. Answer :-
17. A deep breath taken when surprised. Answer :-
18. A decorated rod carried by a king or queen as a symbol of power. Answer :-
19. A small narrow stream or river. Answer :-
20. Look at the thing fixedly for long time. Answer :-
21. Suffocation makes one breathless. Answer :-
22. To get something back. Answer :- 
23. A narrate composition in rhythmic verse suitable for singing. Answer :-
24. Space for ship. Answer :-
25. Art or making figures in stone, wood, metal etc. Answer :-
26. Show sorrow or regret. Answer :- 
27. Sound indicating sadness. Answer :-
28. A state that continues to live or exist. Answer :- 
29. A new activity that involve risk. Answer :-
30. An event not easily understood/something that people do not know anything about. Answer :-
31. Part of the spacecraft separated from the main. Answer :-
32. One who does the scientific study of the sun, moon, etc. Answer :-
33. A period of ten years. Answer :- 
34. A person who makes bread. Answer :-
35. A person who makes wooden objects or structures. Answer :-
36. A person who designs buildings and supervises their constructions. Answer :- 
37. A person who makes and repairs iron tools. Answer :- 
38. A doctor who performs surgery. Answer :-
39. A person who cleans and takes out teeth and fits artificial teeth. Answer :- 
40. A person who drives Aeroplane. Answer :-
41. A person who is unable to walk or move properly. Answer :- 
42. One who looks bright side of things. Answer :- 
43. One who looks dark side of things. Answer :-
44. A house for residence of students. Answer :-
45. A place for housing cars. Answer :-
46. The act of killing oneself. Answer :-
47. A conversation between two persons. Answer :- 
48. One who can’t speak. Answer :-
49. One who is trained in doing act of public service. Answer :-
50. One who very eager for knowledge. (2018 March) Answer :-
51.Look at things fixedly for a long time.  (2018 january) Answer:-
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 Marks: 01 HOMOPHONES        WORKSHEET : 05
===================================================================================

I.     Fill in the blanks with the appropriate homophone given in the bracket.

1. Chandan ___________________ a story in that ________________ book. (read, red)
2. Smitha went to the market to ____________________ vegetables. (by, buy)
3. Speaking ___________________ is not ___________________ (allowed, aloud)
4. You must ________________ on the ______________ side of the page (right/write)
5. Our _________________ believes in Gandhiji’s ______________  

(principal/principle)
6. I _________________ a horse on the main _________________ (road, rode)
7.  They had ____________________ many apples but she brought only __________apples. 

(too/two)
8. The king came along with his ____________ wife to the village _________ (fare, fair)
9.  I was down with fever for a _________________ and now I am so _____________that I cannot 

stand for a long time. (weak, week)
10. The __________( not, knot ) of the rope was so strong thst it could________(knot, not) be 

removed by us.       (2018 MARCH)
11.  I ________in Muduvala. ( leave / live )
12.  I asked him to ________________ me near the _____________ stall.  (meat, meet)
13. Mr. Nagaraj is the ______________of D.V.S college. ( principle / principal )
14. Lalitha has curly _______________( hair / hare)
15. Andy _____________on his horse to the post office.(road/rode)
16. The children wanted to enjoy the____________shore.(see/sea)
17. I am late to school because I couldn’t___________the bell. ( here/hear)
18. Once a _________went to meet our_____________Chief minister. (farmer / former)
19. Raju and I went to a shop to_______a new dress.(by / buy)
20. Yesterday I watched a movie. I had already heard the story from my brother so It did not seem 

_________to me. (new / knew)
21. She loves to wear___________dress always. (new / knew)
22. This is a  fine story told by a_____________(night / knight)
23. A big ________ was found on the ozone layer. (whole / hole)
24. They__________notes everyday.(right/write)
25. The ___________phone is very useful now a days. (sell / cell)
26. Aishwarya Rai is a __________lady. (fare / fair)
27. many ships arrived at Channai____________.(port / fort)
28. Rama and Rahim are good friends but ____________children are not so.( there / their )
29. can you _________me? (here/hear)
30. Gandhiji’s principles were ____________and nonviolence.(peace/piece)
31. Don’t ____________in the corridor. (wonder / wander)
32. Tiger pounced upon a _______in the forest.(deer/dear)
33. There are ____________ students in the play ground. (sum /some )
34. Most of the cooking vessels are made up of__________.( steal / steel )
35. The _______________in Bombay is very hot.(weather/whether)
36. There are seven days in a _____________.(week/weak)
37. I have _____________my purse.(last/lost)
38. Arjun saw a huge ____________on the bank of the river.(witch / which)
39. We ______________half an hour for Shantha every day before going to School.(weight / wait)
40. This is a ______________about the king Dasharatha. (story / storey) 
41. Rahul asked Ramesh to__________until he check his_________in the machine.(weight/wait)
42. Rakesh sent his ____________letter with his friend Mahesh.(leave/live)
43. She has a very good eye__________.(site / sight)
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Marks:01                      CORRECT FORM OF WORD    w  orksheet no : 06  
==================================================================
I Fill in the blanks with correct form of the words given in the brackets.

1. Hermit was known for his ___________(wise)
2. Agriculture is very important in India. It needs _______________(Science) methods to improve 

the yeilds. 
3. There was no correct ____________ in the court today.(judge)
4. The teacher appreciated the students’____________(perform)
5. A few______________are coming to Haranahalli today.(celebrate)
6. _____________is the best policy.(honest)
7. Kavitha’s ________________is good.(behave)
8. Akbar’s fort is very _________________(beauty)
9. English is an ______________subject.(interest)
10. She does her work_______________.(sincere)
11. Puppy is ______________to everybody at our home.(love)
12. Madikeri is famous for ______________(scene)
13. I got an ______________in Rural high school.(appoint)
14. The ________of English is very famous in Sahyadri Arts college in Shimoga. (depart)
15. Arjun was famous for his_____________nature. (help)
16. It is a ___________season.(rain)
17. My brother is ___________boy. (mischief)
18. Death is the most_____________experience. (universe)
19. It was a ____________thing.(fool)
20. Sadiya showed ________________towards him. (kind) 
21. Samanvitha has ______________( confident)in her students’ ability.
22. The prime minister Mr. Modi is _______________(well know) to everyone.
23. Swathi was attending the classes _____________(regular)
24. Rama showed ___________________(intelligent)in his work.
25. Many people are suffering from___________(poor)
26. One of the most interesting________structures in the world is the Pyramid.(history)
27. A tap outside the slum is_________________ (sudden) turned on.
28. Her biggest problem was her_______________situation.(finance)
29. Gandhiji’s _____________(memory)stone in black carries his last words ‘Hey Ram’.
30. Dr. B.R Ambedkar had a clear______________of the three pillers of the state.(percept)
31. The team was _____________in the match. ( victory )
32. Thomas Alva Edison’s _____________(invent) is known for everyone.
33. The _____________(explain) given by the manager is not understood by the customer.
34. Fill the application with all necessary___________(inform)
35. We are not entertaining ____________thoughts.(mutiny)
36. The village sarpanch gave him a loan______________(contain) some bananas.
37. The research student was________________(success) in his efforts.
38. The Sunset is a _____________sight at Agumbe.(beauty)
39. Are you really ____________(interest) in the subject?
40. Don’t eat___________(hurry)
41. India is a ___________(develop) country.
42. Our relationship is based on mutual____________(depend)
43. Cricket is an____________game (interest)
44. He was____________in his effort.(success)
45. My teacher has made___________in my notes.(correct)
46. Virat Kohli’s ___________(concentrate) in bating has made him a great batsman.
47. My mother prepared sweets yesterday. Her___________(prepare) was excellent.
48. Raju is an ______________(obedience) student.
49. Raju has ____________(kind) towards the poor students.
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SECTION – B (READING)
Marks: 01 PICTURE READING worksheet no : 07

==================================================================
I. Look at the following pictures given below write a sentence using ‘bigger than’ based 
on what you see.
e.g :-

Answer:- Ball-A is bigger than Ball-B
1. ‘taller than’ 2. ‘longer than’

Pencil-M pencil-N

    P          Q
Answer:-______________________________ Answer:-____________________________
3. ‘smaller than’ 4. ‘larger than’

Circle – K Circle -B
Answer:-______________________________       
5. ‘brighter than’ Answer:-____________________________

6. ‘heavier than’
    

THE SUN     THE MOON
Answer:-______________________________ BOX-A BOX-B

Answer:-___________________________
7. ‘shorter than’ 8.  ‘Fatter than’

Answer:-____________________________
Answer:-______________________________

4 Kgs
8kgs

RAM SHAM

       A        B



STAR-BSTAR-A

9. ‘Costlier than’ 10. ‘Older than’
RAJU 18 years KIRAN 21 years

Answer:-____________________________ Answer:-______________________________

11. ‘not as big as’ 12. ‘not as small as’

Answer:-_______________________________ Answer:-____________________________________
13. ‘not as long as’ 14. ‘not as short as’

15. ‘not as costly as’ 16. ‘not as old as’
RAJU 18 years KIRAN 21 years

Answer:-____________________________ Answer:-_______________________________

17. ‘not as bright as’ 18. ‘not as heavy as’
    

THE SUN     THE MOON
Answer:-______________________________ Answer:-__________________________________
19.not as small as 20.‘not as large as’

Circle – K Circle -B
Answer:-______________________________       

Answer:-____________________________
21. ‘not as tall as’ 22. ‘not as light as’

Answer:______________________________ Answer:-_________________________________
23. ‘not as long as’ 24. ‘not as short as’
           line-A  line-B   line-A                   line-B
Answer:-_____________________________ Answer:-________________________________   

       POT-B
      RS.200

POT-A
RS.100

CIRCLE-A CIRCLE-B     M         N

     Pencil-A               Pencil-B

          P        Q

       POT-B
      RS.200

POT-A
RS.100

4 Kgs 8kgs

  M
   N

          5Kgs

        BAG-P

          10Kgs

          BAG-Q



 JUMBLED WORDS INTO A MEANINGFUL SENTENCE   worksheet no:08

=============================================================================

I  Rearrange the following jumbled words into a meaningful sentence.
e.g:- garden/flowers/in/the/pluck/don’t.   Answer:- Don’t pluck flowers in the garden.  (2018)

1. Are/going/to Banglore/we/tomorrow. Answer:______________________________________
2. My/is/a lecturer/father. Answer:-______________________________________
3. is/the/runner/Chethan/fasted.  Answer:-______________________________________
4. The/very/is/Tajmahal/beautiful.  Answer:-______________________________________
5. is/Suprith/watching/circus  Answer:-______________________________________
6. Sun/studying/is/my/in LKG Answer:-______________________________________
7. lives/lion/the/in/den. Answer:-______________________________________
8. wonderful/a/place/it/is/!/what Answer:-______________________________________
9. two/two/and/the/four/make Answer:-______________________________________
10. tiger/roaring/the/is. Answer:-______________________________________
11. Sun/rises/the/east/the/in Answer:-______________________________________
12. built/in/Banglore/I/new/house/a Answer:-______________________________________
13. is/a/famous/Salman Khan/actor Answer:______________________________________
14. milk/good/is/health/drinking/for Answer:-______________________________________
15. is/our/national/peacock/bird Answer:-______________________________________
16. walk/on/always/footpath Answer:-______________________________________
17. are/in/apples/25/there/the/basket Answer:-______________________________________
18. water/of/drink/plenty/I/day/every Answer:-______________________________________
19. mother/market/goes/my/to Answer:-______________________________________
20. be /door /closed /let /the Answer:-______________________________________
21. in/5 O’clock/get/morning/I/up/at/the Answer:-______________________________________
22. raining/was/it/last/at/night/heavily Answer:-______________________________________
23. success/stepping/failures/are/stones/to Answer:-______________________________________
24. could/lend/your/me/you/please/?/pen Answer:-______________________________________
25. go/shimoga/to/bus/we/by Answer:-______________________________________
26. was/loyal/very/columbus/pepe/to Answer:-______________________________________
27. suffering/cancer/Ananth/from/was Answer:-______________________________________
28. food/I/preparing/am Answer:-______________________________________
29. old/Smitha/years/sixteen/is Answer:-______________________________________
30. spoke/well/very/he/ Answer:-______________________________________
31. finished/I/have/homework/my Answer:-______________________________________
32. wonderful/it/place/is/a/what/! Answer:-______________________________________
33. a/tree/tall/what/is/it/! Answer:-______________________________________
34. writes/poem/a/he Answer:-______________________________________
35. Radha/does/film/?/sing/songs Answer:-______________________________________
36. sight/what/beautiful/a/!/it/is Answer:-______________________________________
37. your/how/teat/parents/do/you/? Answer:-______________________________________
38. ?/snakes/afraid of/you/are Answer:-______________________________________
39. the/agree/price/you/with/do Answer:-______________________________________
40. poor/Tibet/was/very/area/there/a/in Answer:-______________________________________
41. walking/a/ bridge/he/along/was/narrow Answer:-______________________________________
42. courage/has/Swami/not Answer:-______________________________________
43. do/student/not/a noice/make Answer:-______________________________________
44. well/that/All/well’s/end Answer:-______________________________________
45. Mysore/has/Deepa/to/been/gone Answer:-______________________________________
46. hunger/dog/the/died/of Answer:-______________________________________
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Marks:02 CONVERSATION / DIALOGUE READING   Worksheet no : 09

=============================================================================
I. Read the following conversation  and answer the questions that follow.
1.(2018)News Reporter : Congratulations Rashmi !  Your feat is laudable. By the way, did you expect 

     first rank in the CET this year?
Rashmi    : No. Actually I expected to be one in top ten ranks.
News Reporter : How could you achieve this?
Rashmi    : I worked hard from the beginning. My teachers, my college library, my 

     parents were of great help to me.
1. Why does the news reporter congratulate Rashmi?

Answer :-___________________________________________________________________
2. What was the secret of Rashmi’s achievement? 

Answer:-___________________________________________________________________
2. Politician : I want you all to co-operate with me in improving the life style of the people in the slums.

Citizens    : What do you want us to do?
Politician : Educate them first about Swatch Bharath campaign.

1. The Politician was a man with_____________________________ideas.
Ambitious / noble / greedy ( choose the correct answer )

2. pick the word/s that mean “a very untidy place”.
Answer :-__________________________________________________

3. Raju   : What a wonderful pudding ! The best I’ve ever tasted.
Manu : Thanks for complement. The recipe is my mom’s.
Raju   : could you please give it to me ? I’d like to try it.
Manu : Certainly don’t forget to call me when you try it for proof of the pudding.

1. Which word in the conversation means a set of instructions for cooking a particular type of 
food?
Answer:-__________________________________________________________________

2. Why did Raju ask Manu the recipe?
Answer:-___________________________________________________________________

4. Ankitha : What are you reading?
Rakesh   : A book on fossils, it gives ample proof on our ancestors.
Ankitha : I too love to read it.
Rakesh   : Of course, let me finish it.

1. Ankitha_____________(likes/dislikes) to read the book on fossils.
2. Which word in the above conversation mean evidence.

Answer :-________________________________________________________________
5. Fairy          : “What’s the matter ?” She asked the unhappy woodcutter.

Woodcutter : I have lost my axe. He said. “It fell into the deep water.”
Fairy          : The fairy showed him a golden axe and said, “Is this yours?’
woodcutter  : ‘No’ , said the woodcutter.
Fairy        : The fairy then showed him a silver axe and said again in her clear voice, “Is this yours?”
woodcutter :’No’, answered the woodcutter.
Fairy           : Then she showed him a common, iron axe with an old wooden handle.
Woodcutter : “Yes, that’s mine,” said the happy woodcutter.

1. Why was the woodcutter unhappy?
Answer:-____________________________________________________________________

2. what kind of a man was the woodcutter?
Answer:-____________________________________________________________________



6. Student    : Hi. I’m Chethan.
Magician : Glad to meet you. I;m Jadugar Goga.
Student    : O magician! What kind of trick can you perform?
Magician : With in a second, I can make your lunch box disappear.

1. Who did the student meet?
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

2. Pick out the word from the conversation which means ‘magic’.
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

7. Trisha    : Hi ! Apsana
Apsana  : Hello Trisha
Trisha    : Do you attend the conference?
Apsana  : definitely, I would love to attend.

1. Apsana_____________(Agreed/disagreed) the invitation, Choose the correct phrase and fill in
the blank to complete the sentence.

2. Which word in the above conversation mean a formal meeting?
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________ 

8. Mother  : Will you come with me?
Rita       : Where to mom?
Mother : Temple.
Rita      : Sorry Mom. I have a lot of work. I will come with you next time.

1. Rita________________(willing/unwilling) to go to the temple.
2. What was the reply of Rita to her mother?

Answer :-___________________________________________________________________
9. Anitha : Hello, can I speak to Suman?

Arun    : I’m afraid. Suman is not at home. May I know who is speaking?
Anitha : I’m Anitha please tell Suman to meet me near Gandhi square bus stop at 5pm.

1. Who did Anitha want to speak?
Answer ;-___________________________________________________________________

2. What message did Anitha leave for Suman?
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

10. Janaki             : It is very kind of you to let me stay in your house for a few days.
Chandrakala : You can stay with me for some more days. You told me that your father is ill. I only   

want your father to recover.
Janaki            : (She had a sad look on her face). He is getting weaker and weaker_______________
Chandrakala : Don’t worry. Let us hope for the best.

1. Janaki was welcomed / unwelcomed in Chandrakala’s house, Choose the right one.
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

2. Which word in the conversation means ‘become well again’.
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

11. Radha    : Hi Sudheer! How did you come here?
Sudheer : I come here by Metro to avoid the traffic.
Radha    : Metro has made transportation convenient. Hasn’t it?
Sudheer : Yes, it’s been a boon for Bangloreans struggling due to traffic.

1. The word which means ‘vehicles moving on a public highway’?
Answer ;-___________________________________________________________________

2. Where do Radha and Sudheer live?
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

12. Father : Imran, when is the parent-meet in your school?



Imran  : Dad, it’s on 12th January.
Father  : ho! I’ll be of station as I have an important meeting on that day.
Imran  : O.K, dad, but What about mom?
Father  : Of course, she may be free. I’ll ask her to attend.
Imran  : It’s alright, dad.

1. Why is Imran’s father not able to attend the parent-meet?
Answer:-___________________________________________________________________

2. Choose the right one and answer: 
Answer:- Imran ___________________(agrees/disagrees) with his father’s decision.

13. Father : Father, I suggest we sell the land.
Grand father : (keep silent for a moment)

No, we should not
Father : But, why?
Grand father : It is inherited it’s my prized procession.

The silence of the grand father
1. Suggests his_________________willingness/unwillingness to sell the land.
2. Which word in the conversation above means ‘property’?

Answer :-___________________________________________________________________
14. Sarika : You look sad. Why are you worried, Reena?

Reena : I wish I had persevered to get a seat in the medical college.
1. Reena was________________( regretting / not regreetting.) 
2. Which word in the conversation means ‘worked hard’?

Answer :-___________________________________________________________________
15. Patient          : Good morning. I need to get an E.C.Ls. Done.

Receptionist : Sorry, Our machine is not working. You can come tomorrow.
Patient          : What! But I think I’m having heart attack now.
Receptionist : Oh! In that case I will book you for a bypass and inform  our senior Cardiologist.

1. The conversation shows the _______________(sincerity/cunningness) of the 
receptionist/hospital staff.

2. Which word of the conversation means a heart specialist doctor.
Answer :-___________________________________________________________________

16. Mohan : Father, Shall I go to film in this evening?
Father : You can go But______________
Mohan : But__________what, father?
Father : You have an appointment with the dentist.
Mohan : Oh! I see. I can not miss that.

1. Mohan was _________________(interested / not interested) in going to film.
2. The main language function used in the above conversation is _______________

(seeking permission / request)
17. Bina : Tina, does your science teacher ever get angry with the students?

Tina : Never. She treats us kindly and lovingly.  She explains things patiently when we can’t         
          understand. She draws diagrams beautifully on the black board.
Bina : So, you must be drawing them well too?
Tina : Yes, I was really bad at diagrams. Now, I can draw them easily without anybody’s help.
Bina : Oh! Really ! I wish I had such a good teacher.

1. Which line tells you that Tina’s teacher is good?
Answer:-____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Bina is________________________________( happy / unhappy) with her science teacher.
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Marks:4                        PASSAGE READING        Worksheet no : 10

=============================================================================

I. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
1) Once there was a rich man living in a small village. He was a businessman. He earned money with much risk.
He went on horseback and did his business. He was returning home, when a heavy rain took him in the forest, he was
drenched to the skin. He complained to God for such bad weather. Suddenly another man on a horseback came rushing
towards him. He had a gun in his hand. “ Give me all your money or I will shoot you.” He had a lot of money. He
knew that he would lose all. Suddenly his horse turned around. The man shot him, but nothing happened. He realized
that the gunpowder was wet and would not work. He charged his horse and rode away safely. He thanked God for the
rain.

1. How did the rich man earn money?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Who attacked the rich man?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Why did the rich man thank God?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What moral do you learn from this story?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2) One day Pasha Sab  was walking along the road. He stopped near the tall tree and saw a monkey on it. It was
eating nuts. The tree was full of nuts. The nuts were very high up in the tree. He picked up a stone and threw it at the
monkey. The monkey chattered at him and said rude words in its language. Pasha threw another stone. The monkey
grew angry. Pasha threw stones continuously at the monkey. The monkey picked up a nut and started throwing at
Pasha. This went on for half an hour. He got a bag of nuts.

Pasha  said,”Thank you very much. My dear Monkey”, s saying he sat down and ate all nuts.
1. Why couldn’t Pasha get the nuts on his own?

Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the monkey express its anger?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What kind of a man was Pasha Sab?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. How did Pasha Sab express his gratitude to the monkey?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3) Once addressing a huge gathering Dayananda Saraswathi thundered, “Your ancestors were not uncivilized men
living in forest. They were great men who enlightened the world. Your history is not a story of defeats. It is the story of
a conquerors of the world. Your Vedic scriptures are not the songs of cowherds. They are immortal truths which shaped
mighty souls like Sri Rama and Sri Krishna. Arise, awake and be proud o your glorious history. Take inspiration from it
to mould the present. Shame upon your modern education which fills you with contempt for your ancestors.”

1. What does Dayananda Saraswathi say about our ancestors?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is history according to Dayananda Saraswathi?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What are the ‘vedas’?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. What does the speaker advise us to do?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4) Bankim Chandra would never sacrifice justice and self-respect. The arrogance of white men never frightened him.
When he was a deputy magistrate, he had a superior officer called Manroe,who was the commissioner of Kolkata. On his
morning wak, one day, Bankima Chandra met Manroe near Eden Garden. A British officer in those days expected every



Indian official to show his respect by bowing modestly before him. But Bankim Chandra just walked past him saying “ Good
morning’ politely. Munroe was enraged. That evening bankim Chandra received an order transferring him to a far off place.

1. What did Bankim Chandra love most?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the British officers behave with their Indian subordinates?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What was the result of the polite ‘ Good morning’, to manroe?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. What do you think of the incident?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

5) Once a king become seriously ill. The doctors said that he could bewell again, if he wore the shirt of a perfectly
happy man. The king sent his men all over to find a perfectly happy man they could not find a perfectly happy man. After a
weary search they came upon a beggar, he was singing and laughing he was perfectly happy. He was before the king. The
doctors asked him his shirt to the king he laughed and said, “I have no shirt at all”.

1. Pick out the sentence in the passage which means “the beggar was half necked”.
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What did the doctor say to the king?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Why did the king send his men all over?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Which word in the passage shows that ‘he was patient’
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________
6) Tilly Smith  and her family from South East England were holidaying at a beach resort in Southern Thailand. 
Tilly Smith, a ten year old girl suddenly started screaming ‘There’s an earthquake under the sea! Get of the beach ! 
Run! The Smith family started running and the other tourists followed them  and were saved from the fatal Tsunami of 
2014. Thanks to Tilly Smith and the video showed to her in her geography lesson.

1. What is the paragraph about?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which sentence in the paragraph suggests that the Smith’s family was the tourists?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who saved the tourists?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Tilly Smith was a school girl in southern Thailand. (Right/wrong)
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

7) Charlie Chaplin was born on 16th April at kennington in London. At an early age, Charlie performed on stage with
his father and brother in Sydney. By the age of eight, Charlie Chaplin was already a seasoned stage performer. His skill as a
comedian developed under the guidance of Fred Karno.

1. What is the paragraph about?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which sentence in the paragraph suggests that he was born in a family of actors.
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Charlie Chaplin was a great comedian. (true/false)
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Who was his tutor in the art of acting?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

8) The highest mountain peak in the world, the Mount Everest in Nepal was named after, and in honour of Sir George
Everest, who was a British surveyor or General. In 1852, he found it to be the highest peak in the world, during the great
survey of India. The height of the Mount Everest is 8848mts. Before this it was known as peak XV amongest Westerns.

1. Which is the highest peak in the world? 3. The height of the Mount Everest is 8847 mts.(True / False)
Ans:-__________________________ Ans:-______________________________________________________

2. Who was sir George Everest? 4. where is the Mount Everest?
Ans:-__________________________ Ans:-______________________________________________________

9) King Ashoka was a kind, wise and righteous ruler. He spent all his time for thinking of the welfare of his
subjects. He had a strong desire to make his subjects happy. His subjects could meet him at any time and in any place.



He had trees planted on either side of the roads; he had wells dug by the roadside; he had rest houses built for both men
and animals. He was respected by everyone.

1. Pick up a sentence from the passage which shows Ashoka was liberal with his subjects.
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did Ashoka usually spend his time?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What kind of a ruler was Ashoka?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Write any two works of Ashoka which he did for the welfare of his subjects.
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

10) The great Saint Teresa wished to have a torch in her right hand and a vessel of water in her left so that with the one,
she might burn the glories of heaven, and with the other, extinguish the fires of hell, and men might learn to serve God from
love without fear of hell and without the temptation of heavenly bliss.

1. Who is the paragraph about?
Answer:-_________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why did she hold a torch in her right hand?
Answer:-_________________________________________________________________________________

3. There are words which are opposite to each other. Pick and write two pairs of words.
Answer:-_________________________________________________________________________________

4. What was Saint Teresa’s message to humanity?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

11) Once there was a man who was blind. He wished to see the whole world with his own eyes. One day his friends
took him to Jesus. They said to Jesus, “lord, this is our friend and he is blind. Please enable him to see.”
Jesus took the blind man to a quite place, away from the crowd, and touched his eyes gently. Jesus asked him, “can you see
now?” But he could only see a  few movements.  Jesus gently touched his  eyes again.  Now he could see everything :
flowers, birds, trees, people and all. He shouted in happiness,  “Lord, I can see, I can see!” He knelt down before Jesus and
thanked him heartily.

1. What was the blind man’s wish?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Who took the blind man to Jesus? What was their request?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. How did Jesus touch his eyes? What happened then?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. How did the blind man thank Jesus?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

12) George Washington was the first President of the United states of America. He was born over two hundred
years ago in the state of Verginia on February 22. When George was a boy, he had lots of fun exploring the woods and
forests near his home.

He enjoyed hunting, and fishing. He lived on a farm and helped his father with the chores that needed to be
done. George went to school until he was 14 years old. His favorite subject was mathematics. George was good, quite
boy who got along well with others.
George grew up to be  tall and strong man. He joined the military. He was great leader and helped with many battles.
He is best remembered as  a leader of the continental army. He helped the Americans win the revolutionary war against
Great Britain for independence.

1. Young George was fun exploring. How?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What did George enjoy doing?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

3. How did he help the Americans?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why is George best remembered?
Ans:-____________________________________________________________________________________



WRITING
MARKS:04 PROFILE WRITING WORKSHEET NO : 11

=============================================================================
I  Given below is a profile of Dr. Ravishankar, Professor. Write a paragraph using the clues given
below.

Name : Dr. Ravishankar 
Profession : Professor
Age : 52 years
Height and weight : 5.6 feet, 64 kgs
Family : Two sons, Engineers
Reason for his popularity : More helpful in the society, more friendly and engaged in social work 
Education : MA, Ph.D
Awards : National awards
Hobbies :  Gardening, helping poor students, writing books and reading books.

➢ AN EASY WAY TO WRITE PARAGRAPH
E.g:-
Name : Dr. Ravishankar (is a good person and also a good professor)

and   his    Profession            is : Professor
         his     Age        is : (around) 52 years
and   his     Height and weight       is : 5.6 feet, 64 kgs
         his     Family      has : Two sons,(they are) Engineers
and   his     Reason for his popularity  is : More helpful in the society, more friendly and engaged in social work 

          his     Education         is : MA, Ph.D
and   his     Awards       are: National awards, The best professor award of the year 2017.
         his     Hobbies       are:  Gardening, helping poor students, writing books and reading books.
Answer:-  Dr.  Ravishankar  is  a  good  person  and  also  a  good  Professor.  His  profession  is
professor his age is around 52 years. And his height and weight is 5.6 feet, 64 kgs his family has
two sons they are Engineers. And his reason for popularity is more helpful in the society, more
friendly and engaged in social work. His education is M.A, Ph.D. And his awards are National
awards and the best professor award of the year 2017. His hobbies are gardening, helping poor
students,  writing  books  like  some  simple  poems  short  stories,  reading  books  of  kannada
writers kuvempu’s ‘Nenapina Doniyalli’, ‘Malegalalli Madhumagalu’ Dr. U.R Ananthmurthy’s
‘Samskara’ and others.
II Given below is a profile of P.T Usha Indian Athlete Write a paragraph using the clues given below.

Name : P.T. Usha
Nick Name : Payyoli Express
Date of Birth : 27th July, 1964
Place of Birth : Payyoli, Kerala
Field of Sports : Athletics running
Awards and Medals : 1) 4 gold medals and One silver medal in 1986 Asian Games.

  2) Padmashri and the Arjuna Award by Government of India.
➢ AN EASY WAY TO WRITE PARAGRAPH

e.g:- Mr/Miss/Mrs/Dr/Shri/Smt.  (write name)    was born at/in    (write birthplace)  . He/She was born on  
(write thedate of birth)  . His/Her full name is/was   (write full name)  . He/She is/was also known as (write  
nick/pet name). He/She is/was (write age) years old. His/Her parents are/were   (write parents name).   
Answer:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________



1) Given below is a profile of   Mr Shivakumar A M An English Teacher   write a paragraph based on  
the information.

Age : Around 35 years
Qualification : M A , B ed
Height and Weight : 5.8 ft and 67 kg
Reason for his popularity : More helpful in the society, more friendly and engaged in social work,

and he treats the students kindly and lovingly. He explains the things 
patiently when they can’t understand, and he teaches Grammar very 
well in a easy way.

Achievement : 2017 state level best teacher
Awards : Notional award and the best teacher award of 2017.
Hobbies : Gardening and writing, reading books and listening music.

Answer:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

2)Given below is a profile of     Mr Venkatesh a Doctor   write a paragraph based on the clues.  
Age : 30 years
Qualification :  M B B S
Profession :  Doctor
Name and address :  Govt hospital Koppal
Native place :  Hubli
Reason for popularity : Works after 5pm always cheerfull does not demand money from

patients
Answer:________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
3) Below is a profile of Mr. Ramakrishna , the school clerk. Write the information in the form of a 
paragraph.

Age : around 40 years
Height and weight : 6 feet, solid built
Family : small – one male and a female-college –going
Reason for his popularity : helpful, best gardener
Education : B.Com graduate
Hobbies : gardening, bee keeping, coin collection



Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

4) Given below is a profile of   Mr Rajkumar PSI   write a paragraph based on the information.  
Age : Around 40 years
Qualification : B sc , IPS
Height and Weight : 5.8 ft and 65 kg
Achievement : 2017 state level best POLICE
Hobbies : Writing stories , Singing songs

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
5) Given below is a profile of Mr Rahul Dravid write a paragraph based on the information.

Full name :  Rahul SharadDravid 
Date of birth, age and place :  11th January, 1973 at Indore, Madya pradesh.
Age :  around 44 years
Nationality :  Indian
Nickname :  The wall, Jammy, Mr dependable.
Reason for his popularity :  Test cricket
Runs Scored :  13288 (Test)   10889 (ODI) 
Parents name :  Sharad Dravid and Pushpa
Awards :  Padmashri, Padma Bhushan

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________



6) Given below is a profile of Mr Jehangir Ratanji Dadabhoy Tata write a paragraph based on the
information.

Name : Jehangir Ratanji Dadabhoy Tata
Born : July 29th 1904
Died : November 29th 1993
Education : In France, Japan and England
Achievement : India’s first pilot, Chairman of Tata and sons for 50 years.

  Launched India’s first International Airlines
Awards : Bharath Rathna in 1992

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

7) Given below is a profile of Mr Jehangir Ratanji Dadabhoy Tata write a paragraph based on the
information.

Name : Bismillah Khan
Born : 21st March 1916
Died : 21st August 2006
Birth Place : Bihar
Instrument : Shehnai
Achievement : Bharath Rathna,Padma Vhibhushan,Padma Bhushan,

Padma Shri and Sangeeth Nataka Academy Award

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
8) Name  : Raja Ramanna

Born  : January 28th 1925
Birth Place  : Tumkur
Died  : September 24th 2004
Career  : Nuclear scientist and Nuclear Physicist
Education  : BSc and MSc Madras Christian college and PhD., King’s 

college, London
Posts held  : Chairman II SC President, Indian National Science 

Academy Secretary, Defence Research



Awards : Shanthi Swaroop Bhatnagar Award, PadmaVhibhushan, 
Padma Bhushan and Padma Sri and Meghanad Saha Medal

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
9) Name : Girish Nagaraje Gowda

Born : January 26th 1988
Birth Place : Hosanagara, Karnataka
Event :  High Jump
Coach : Mr. Sathyanarayana
Achievement : Silver Medal 2012 Summer Paralympics, Rajyotsava Award, 

Padmashri, Arjuna Award

Answer:_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
10) Name : Kalpana Chawla

Born : March 26th 1962
Birth Place : Tumkur
Died : In the space shuttle disaster on February 1st 2003
Career : Astronaut
Education : MS in Aerospace Engineering, PhD in university of Colorado
Posts held : Scientist in NASA
Awards : Posthumously awarded congressional, Space Medal of honour

NASA Special flight medal, NASA distinguished service medal.

Answer:__________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________



Marks-4                               LETTER WRITING Worksheet no : 12
==========================================================
1) FORMAL / Official letter
2) INFORMAL / personal letter
I  . STEPS OF FORMAL (Official) LETTERS  

From
         Name
         Class
         School name
         Place name
         Date/ / /2018.

To
         The Head master (Title)
          School /office name
          Place name
Respected sir, ( salutation)
           Sub:-_______________________________________________________
           Body of the letter _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________.

Thanking you
(subscription)

Date/ / /2018 Yours Obediently
Place: Place name Signature

  

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



E.g:-
Question:- Imagine that you are Anil kumar / Ankitha studying in 10th 
standard at Rural High school in Haranahalli.
Write a letter to the Engineer in K P T C L about irregularity of power 
supply in your area.
 
From
        Anil kumar
        10th standard
        Rural High School
        Haranahalli.
        Date: 7th March 2018.
To
        The Chief Engineer
        Office of the K P T C L
        Udupi-577224.
Respected sir,
         Sub:-Regarding irregularity of power supply.
     Sir,  I  am a  student  of  10th class  studying at  Rural  high school
Haranahalli.  Our  annual  examination  will  be  held  at  the  end  of  this
month. There is irregularity of power supply during nights. So a lot of
study time is being wasted.
        Therefore I am requesting you not to cut the power during the
nights. Please take necessary steps to supply the power regularly.

Thanking you
Date/07/03/2018 Yours Faithfully,
place : Haranahalli Anil kumar

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 01
Imagine that you are Sathwik / Swathi studying 10th standard at S V B High school in
Thyajavalli.
Write a letter to your head master requesting him for three days leave.

From
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TO
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
Sub:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 02
Imagine that you are Kruthik / Kruthika studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Harihara.
Write a letter to your Head Master requesting him to issue your T.C and Marks card

From
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TO
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
Sub:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 03
Imagine that you are Vinod / Vidya studying 10th standard at Government high school
in Shimoga.
Write a letter to the Editor of a newspaper complaining about the bad condition of bus
service in your area.

From
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TO
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
Sub:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 04
Imagine that you are Kaviraj /  Kavitha studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Shikaripura.
Write a letter to The General Manager, KSRTC, Shimoga, requesting him to provide
more buses in the morning and evening to your place, giving reasons.

From
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TO
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
Sub:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 05
Imagine that you are Bhargav / Bhargavi studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Srinagar, Banglore.
You are a good Bharathanatyam dancer with many prizes at the district level.  
Write a letter to the Director, Dooradarshan Kendra, Requesting him to allow you to
participate in the children’s dance programme, to be telecast on Children’s day.

From
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TO
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
Sub:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 06
Imagine that you are Pramod / Priyanka studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Sagara.
Write a letter to your head master requesting him to help your friend to pay the school
fees as he/she is poor.

____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

_____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
___:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 07
Imagine that you are Nagaraj / Nagaveni  studying 10 th standard at Government high
school in Therthahalli.
Write  a  letter  to  the  General  Manager  of  Jindal  power  limited,  Madakaripura,
Chithradurga, requesting him to visit the Wind power generation plant.

____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

_____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
___:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 08
Imagine that you are Adarsha / Anusha  studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Therthahalli.
Write a letter to the Bank Manager asking him to stop payment of a cheque.

____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

_____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
___:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 09
Imagine that you are Karuna / Kavya studying 10th standard at Rural High school in
Haranahalli.
Write  a  letter to  your head master requesting him for fee  concession.  State  proper
reasons.

____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

_____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
___:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



QUESTION NO : 10
Imagine that you are Chandan / Chandana studying 10th standard at government high
school in Bhadravathi.
Write a letter to your head master requesting him to arrange a personality development
class in your school.

____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

_____
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

________________,
___:-_________________________________________________________________
sir,___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________.

_______________________

____________________ _______________________
____________________ _______________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



Marks-04                                 II. PERSONAL LETTER                    Worksheet no : 13
==================================================================

     Class
     School name
     Place name
     Date/ / /2018.

Salutation,
Body of the letter__________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________.

_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________.

( Subscription )
Yours Affectionately,
Signature

To
    Name s/o father’s name
    Village name
    Thaluq name
     District name
     Post name, Pincode

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



e.g :-
Question :- 
Imagine that you are Kruthik / Kruthika studying 10th standard at Rural 
high school in Haranahalli.
Write a letter your Father about your Progress in Studies.

 
    
     10th standard
     Rural high school
     Chamenahalli.
     Date:7th March 2018.

Dear Father,
I am fine here with my studies and health. I hope the same from you. As

the Annual Examination is around the corner, I have been studying well. At
least 6 to 8 hours a day. I have secured more marks in each subject in all the
Formative Assessments. My teachers have very good opinion about me. They
expect my results will be in top ranks. Now I am studying as per their plans
and suggestions. I am confident that I will do very well in the exam.

Please convey my best regards to sister, brother and mother.

  Yours affectionately,
   Kruthika

To
    Nagarajappa H s/o Puradappa
    Chamenahalli (village)
    Shimoga. Tq
    Shimoga  District
    Haranahalli post 577416

 

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



Question no : 01
Imagine that you are Manu / Manasa, Government high school, Channigepura.
Write a letter to your Father requesting him to send Rs. 5,000 to provide food for 100 orphans on your
birthday.

         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________

Dear________________,
_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________
___________________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



Question no : 02

Imagine that you are Chandan / Chandana studying 10th standard at government high
school in Bhadravathi.
Write a letter to your Friend requesting him to attend the annual day function of your school.

         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________

Dear________________,
_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________
___________________________

HONNAPPA N RURAL HIGH SCHOOL.Haranahalli.Shimoga district contact no 9164278345



Question no : 03

Imagine that you are Karuna / Kavya studying 10th standard at Rural High school in
Haranahalli.
Write a letter to your younger brother advising him to study hard and also participate in sports and
games.

         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________

Dear________________,
_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________
___________________________
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Question no : 04

Imagine that you are Adarsha / Anusha  studying 10th standard at Government high
school in Therthahalli.
Write a letter to your cousin inviting him / her to come to your house to spend summer vacation.

     
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________

____________________,
_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________
___________________________
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Question no : 05         (2018)

Imagine that you are Vinod / Vidya studying 10th standard at Government high school
in Shimoga.
Write a letter to your your grandmother assuring her that you will visit her in your village during
summer vacation and spend the whole vacation with her.

           
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________
         _______________________

____________________,
_________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________
___________________________
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Marks-02                                                        EDITING                                      WORKSHEET NO : 13

=============================================================================
I. The following paragraph has two errors. Edit the paragraph and rewrite it in the answer book.
Clues are given below.
e.g :-

Impulsively, Baleshwar went and grabed the train’s red emergency chain and pulled it down frantical.
Clues : 
(a) Use correct spelling. (b) Adverbial mistake to be corrected.
Answer 01 :- Impulsively, Baleshwar went and grabbed the train’s red emergency chain and pulled it down
frantically.

OR
Answer 02 :-

(a) Use correct spelling :-  grabbed (b) Adverbial mistake to be corrected :- frantically

Question no : 01
I did not attended the summer camp because he made me work at home from down to dusk.

Clues : (a) Tense form to be corrected (b) Spelling to be corrected
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 02

Swami rose silent and tiptoed to his bed in the passage ; Granny was sitting up in her bed,  and
remarked, “Boy are you already feeling sleepy? Don’t you hear a story?”
Clues : (a) Adverbial mistake to be corrected (b) Spelling mistake to be corrected
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 03

whales are normally gentle. Many whales exibit strong family ties. The young ones remain with their
parents for up to fifteen years or more. How wonderful it is.
Clues : (a) Spelling mistake to be corrected. (b) Use correct punctuation mark.
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 04

What is the meaning of this wild uproar. The men stand transfixed. The first men to move shall spend
the rest of the night in irons !
Clues : (a) Use correct punctuation mark. (b) Noun plural to be corrected
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 05
 The old man bow to all on us in the room. Then he removed his hat and gloves, slowly and carefully.
Clues : (a) Preposition to be corrected. (b) Verb form to be corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 06

Geetha’s father fell ill. As soon as geetha received the message, she lefted in a taxi.
Clues : (a) Verbal mistake to be corrected. (b) Capital letter to be used.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________



Question no : 07
Scientific research are an exciting venture into the great unknown and the token of humankind’s

survival. It is a scientists with their tools that are up to the challenge.
Clues : (a) Article to be corrected (b) Auxiliary verb to be corrected
Answer :- _______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 08

The old man came in. He bowed to all of us. Then he removed his hat and glove. He handed over his
things to the boy. The boy stood behind the old mans chair.
Clues : (a) Noun plural to be used (b) Apostrophe to be used
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 09

R.K. Narayan is widely consider to be one of the India’s greatest English language novelst known for
simple writing style.
Clues : (a) Verbal mistake to be corrected (b) Number should be corrected
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 10

pandithji is a busy man. You must not bothered him with such requests.
Clues : (a) capital letter to be used (b) Tense form to be corrected

Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 11

Father order swami to sleep alone in the office room that night.
Clues : (a) Capital to be used (b) Verb is to be corrected
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 12

Jawaharlal Nehru choosed Dr. Ambedkar to be a first Law Minister in independence India.
Clues : (a) Verbal mistake to be corrected (b) Article to be corrected
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 13

There had been an accident when he goes hiking with his father and brother inder. They were crossing
a rickety bridge over some rapids.
Clues : (a) Tense form of verb to be corrected. (b) Use capital letter wherever necessary.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 14

Last Sunday, jacky and I went to the beach when we arrived we thought it  was going to rained
Luckily the sky cleared up.
Clues : (a) Use capital letter wherever necessary. (b) Verbal mistake to be corrected.
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 15

Swami said, “I think he must have been a very strong and grown-up person, not an boy at all.” “How
could a boy fight a tiger”
clues : (a) Article to be corrected. (b) Question mark to be used.



Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 16

Swamis father sat gloomily gazing with the newspaper on his lap.
Clues : (a) Apostrophe to be used. (b) Preposition to be corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 17

Congratulations was showered on Swami next day. His classmates looked at him with respect, and his
teacher patted his back. The head master said that he was an true scout.
Clues : (a) Verbal mistake to be corrected. (b) Article to be corrected
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 18

“Chacha can I borrow your mobile?” Baleshwar asked, and the driver pass him his phone.
Clues : (a) correct Punctuation to be used. (b) Tense to be corrected.
Answer :-_______________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 19

When Babasaheb pass away, in December 1956, Jawaharalal Nehru made a moving reference in a
Lok Sabha. 
Clues : (a) Verbal mistake to be corrected. (b) Article to be corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 20

they had come with high hopes with the miracles of modern science.
Clues : (a) capital to be used. (b) Preposition to be corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 21

Sudden a daring thought come to Smitha and as she hurried home she said to herself, ‘Why not?
There’s no harm in trying it.’
clues : (a) Adverbial mistake to be corrected. (b) Tense form to corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 22

Surender gave him a strange look. He had certainly not been speaking soft! ‘Has he lost his hearing’
wondered Surender.
Clues : (a) Adverbial mistake to be corrected. (b) correct Punctuation to be used.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 23

he couldn’t talk freely with anyone but he was unable to hear a single word. His brother Inder sat for
hours with him and talked to him, teaching him words and pronunciation.
Clues : (a) capital letter to be used. (b) linking word to be corrected.
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Question no : 24

The summons came of the President of  russian Academy of Sciences. 
Clues : (a) Preposition to be corrected. (b) capital letter to be used.
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________



MARK-01                              GRAMMAR ( LANGUAGE USE )    WORKSHEET NO: 14

LANGUAGE FUNCTION
=============================================================================
II Read the following conversation and choose the language function for the underlined sentence.
e.g:-      Visitor :   Excuse me, can you help me in locating the book, ‘War and Peace’?

Librarian :   Sure.   Go to the sixth row and the book is on the third shelf.  
Visitor :   Thank you very much.
(A)  Advice (B)  Giving directions (c)  Order (d)  Request.
Answer :-  Giving direction

Question no : 01
Rajesh :     After a long time, I am meeting you.
Sampath :     Yes, of course. By the by, I came to know that your daughter’s marriage is fixed. When?
Rajesh :     On 2nd February.
Sampath :     Fine. What can I do for you?
Rajesh :     Would you help me by lending Rs. 50,000?
Sampath :     With pleasure.
(a) Permission (B)Instruction (c) Ability (d)  Requesting
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 02
Student :    Good morning, Sir.
In-charge :    Good morning. Thank you. What can I do for you?
Student :    I am geetha, a student of class x. I am interesting in joining the summer camp.

     Could I have the details , please?
(a) Order (b) Request (c)  Obey (d)  Advice.
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 03
Mom :     Where are you going Ramya?
Ramya :     School mom.
Mom :     Then, go with your dad.
Ramya :     Yes mom
(a) Order (b) Request (c)  Obey (d)  Advice.
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 04
Student :    Good morning.
Teacher :    Good morning, What are you doing?
Student :    Watching T.V
Teacher :    Don’t waste time.
(a)  Advice. (b) Request (c) Order (d)  Obey.
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 05
Akash :    Hi Saurabh, had your breakfast?
Saurabh :    Yes, I had. How about you?
(a)  Request (b)  Obey (c)  Permission (d)  Enquiry
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 06
Anitha :    I kept a mango here. Where is it?
Sunitha :    I’ve eaten it.
(a) Request (b)  Order (c)  Enquiry (d) Accepting
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 07
Suprith :    Papa, could you get me lolly pop please?
Father :    Yes, of course.



(a) Request (b) Advice (c)  Order (d)  Suggestion
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 08
Student :    May I come in, sir?
Teacher :    Yes, you shouldn’t be late next time.
(a) Permission (b) Advice (c)  Order (d)  Suggestion.
Answer:-________________________________

Quetion no : 09
Stranger :    Excuse me sir, Could you tell me the way to ‘Rural High School?’
Mahesh :     Yes, You go straight and take left turn walk for about 1 k.m you will find the school on 

       your left.
(a) Giving information (b) Giving direction (c) Seeking information (d) Offering helplessly
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 10
Old lady :   Excuse me,
Boy :    Yes, What can I do for you?
Old lady :    Could you help me bring that book?
Boy :    Yes, of course.
(a) Offering help (b) Offering information (c) Seeking information (d) Taking helplessly
 Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 11
Patient :    Good morning sir.
Doctor :    Very good morning. What’s wrong with you? 
Patient :    I have lots of chest burning sensation. 
Doctor :    Yes, You will have to give up smoking now onwards.
(a) Order (b) Advice (c)  Suggestion (d)  Instruction
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 12
Aveena :    Excuse me Samhitha, Shall I have your pen?
Samhitha :    Yes, by all means.
(a)  Seeking information (b) Seeking suggestion (c) Seeking permission (d) Seeking help
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 13
Bindu :    You’re stepping on my saree.
Passanger :    Oh, I’m really sorry.
Bindu :    That’s O.K.
(a)  Regretting (b) Abusing (c) Suggesting (d)Apologising
Answer:-________________________________

Question no : 14
Principal :     Sir, we are planning to organize a workshop for the teachers of English.
Resourse person :    That’s a good idea. But… what can I do for you?
Principal :     We would be delighted if you could come and spare some time with our teachers.
(a)  Invitation (b)  Permission (c)  Direction (d)  Suggestion
Answer:-________________________________

Quetion no : 15
Anil :    could you drop me at the railway station
Rahul :    Yes, of course.
Anil :    Thank you very much.
Rahul :    You are welcome.
(a)  Expressing sympathy (b)  Expressing gratitude (c) Offering help (d)  Seeking help 
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MARKS-02                                                                                WORKSHEET NO : 15

Speech:- Speech means a talk or a dialogue between two persons.
There are two kinds in speech

1. Direct speech
2. Indirect speech 

Direct speech:- Saying (quoting) the exact words of the speech is called the direct speech.
Indirect speech:-Quoting what a speaker said without using his exact words is called the indirect speech.

Rules to change direct speech into indirect speech
There are some basic rules to change direct speech into indirect speech.
They are:-

1. Use of conjunction
2. Change of tenses
3. Change of pronouns
4. Change of adverbs and adjectives
5. You should not use any punctuation marks except the full-stop (.) at the end of the sentence.

1.Use of Conjunction
1. Assertive sentence - that
2. Interrogative sentence

a) ‘WH’ question - ‘wh’ word itself
b) Yes/No question - If / whether

3. Imperative sentence - to
4. Exclamatory sentence - that

2.Change of tenses
Direct speech Indirect Speech

1. Simple present tense - Simple past tense
2. Present continuous tense - Past continuous tense
3. Present perfect tense - Past perfect tense
4. Present perfect continuous tense - Past perfect continuous tense
5. Simple past tense - Past perfect tense
6. Past continuous tense - Past perfect continuous tense
7. Past perfect tense - No change and remains the same
8. Past perfect continuous tense - No change and remains the same

 S.L NO  Direct speech  Indirect speech
1.  Write/writes (V1)  Wrote (V2)
2.  Wrote (V2)  Had + V3
3.  am  was
4.  is  was
5.  are  Was/were 
6.  Was/were+ing  Had been + ing
7.  Have/has  had
8.  Has been/have been  Had been 
9.  had  had
10.  Had been  Had been
11.  will  would 
12.  shall  Should/would 
13.  can  could 
14.  may  might 
15.  Have to/has to  Had to

REPORTED SPEECH



16.  must  Had to 
17.  should  Had to
18.  Do  Did / V2
19.  does  Did / V2
20.  did  Had +V3

3. Change of Pronouns
Direct speech Indirect Speech
1. I      - he/she
2. My      -      his/her
3. We      -      they
4. Us      -      them
5. Our      -      their
6. You      -      he/she/him/her
7. Your      -      his/her/their
8. Me      -      him/her
9. Myself      -      himself/herself/themselves.

4. Change of Adverbs and Adjectives
Direct speech Indirect Speech

1. Here - there
2. Thus - so
3. Come - go
4. Just - then
5. This - that
6. It - it
7. These - those
8. Now - then
9. Ago - before
10. Today - that day
11. Tomorrow - the next day/the day before
12. Tonight - that night
13. Yesterday - the previous day or 

the day before
14. Next week - the following week
15. Last night - the previous night
16. Next day - the day after

Questions for practice:-
I. Read the following conversation and rewrite into a reported speech :
e.g :-

Employer :    Why did you leave your job?
Applicant :    They didn’t meet my requirement.

Answer:- An applicant went for an interview to an office. The employer asked    why he had left his job.  
  The applicant replied that  they had not met his requirement.

Question no : 01
Raghu :    How is your father,  sir?
Kiran :    He is doing good but his age is 100 years.

Answer:-Raghu asked Kiran______________________________________________________________
    Kiran replied ___________________________________________________________________



Question no : 02
Balu :   Did you  buy a Ford car?
Satish :    My father wants me to buy a Maruthi car.

Answer :- Balu after greeting Satish asked him_______________________________________________
     Satish replied___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 03
Father :    Go to the railway station at 4 P.M. and bring your grandpa.
Ravi :    I will daddy, don’t worry.

Ans:- Father asked  Ravi_________________________________________________________________
Ravi Replied______________________________________________________________________

Question no : 04
Anil :     At what time will you meet me at the Airport?
Ravi :    I will be there at 5 P.M

Ans:- Anil asked Ravi____________________________________________________________________
Ravi replied that___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 05
Raju :    Are you working in this company?
Rakesh :    Yes, I am. I joined this firm last year.

Ans:- Raju asked Rakesh_________________________________________________________________
Ravi replied that he was and he______________________________________________________

Quetion no : 06
Latha :   What are you doing?
Nikhitha :    I am completing my maths homework?

Ans:- Latha asked Nikhitha______________________________________________________________
Nikhitha replied___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 07
Parent :    How is my son doing?
Teacher :    He is doing very well.

Ans:- Parent asked teacher_______________________________________________________________
Teacher replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 08
Raghu :    let’s most waste our time, shall we begin?
Robert :    Sure. I’m rather glad you raised the subject.

Ans:- Raghu asked ______________________________________________________________________
Robert replied_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 09 
Atmananda :    Did you have your dinner?
Basavaraja :    yes, Just a while ago and tummy is full.

Ans:- Atmananda asked__________________________________________________________________
Basavaraja replied_________________________________________________________________

Question no : 10
Akhila :    May I come in , sir?
Teacher :    Yes, You may come in.

Ans:- Akhila asked teacher_______________________________________________________________
Teacher replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 11
Vidya :    Where did you go Yesterday?
Kruthika :    I went to Banglore to meet my friend.



Ans:- Vidya asked Kruthika_____________________________________________________________
Kruthika replied__________________________________________________________________

Question no : 12
Akhila :    Did you see the Tajmahal?
Sahana :    Yes, What a nice monument it is!

Ans:- Akhila Asked Sahana_______________________________________________________________
Sahana replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 13
Archana :    Kavya, Are you coming to college today?
Kavya :    No, I am going to attend my sister’s marriage today.

Ans:- Archana asked Kavya______________________________________________________________
Kavya replied _____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 14
Gayithri :    Have you finished your homework?
Nikhitha :    Yes, I have finished my homework.

Ans:- Gayithri asked Nikhitha____________________________________________________________
Nikhitha replied___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 15
Ravindra :   Will you please lend me Rs.50,000/-?
Gajendra :    Yes, I will surely lend you.

Ans:- Ravindra requested Gajendra________________________________________________________
Gajendra replied___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 16
Swathi :    Have you completed the work?
Bindhu :    no,not yet, We are attending to that work now.

Ans:- Swathi asked Bindhu_______________________________________________________________
Bindhu replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 17
Manu :   What are doing?
Suma :   I am reading a novel.

Ans:- Manu asked Suma_________________________________________________________________
Suma replied______________________________________________________________________

Question no : 18
Father :   Why aren’t you doing your homework, Joseph?
Joseph :   They din not give us any homework today, daddy.

Ans:- Father asked Joseph________________________________________________________________
Joseph replied_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 19
Sanju samson:   Ajinkya Rahane, How is your practice today?
Ajinkya Rahane :   Our Coach is giving valuable tips and practice today.

Ans:- Sanju Samson asked________________________________________________________________
Ajinkya Rahane replied_____________________________________________________________

Question no : 20
Rajeev :    Why did  go to Delhi last week?
Rakesh :    I went to Delhi to meet the Minister.

Ans:- Rajeev asked Rakesh_______________________________________________________________
Rakesh replied____________________________________________________________________



Question no : 21
Preethi :    Will you please help me to cross the road ?
Bharathi :    I will help you to cross the road.

Ans:- Preethi asked Bharathi_____________________________________________________________
Bharathi replied __________________________________________________________________

Question no : 22
Teacher :    Rohan, Stand up on the bench.
Student :    Yes madam. I will.

Ans:- Teacher ordered the student_________________________________________________________
Student___________________________________________________________________________

Question no : 23
Child :   I want a balloon, which I can release into the air.
Balloon man :   Which colour balloon do you want?
The child told a balloon man that_____________________________________________________
The balloon man asked_____________________________________________________________

Question no : 24
Kalpana :    When did you purchase this new dress?
Ranjitha :    I purchased it yesterday.

Ans:- Kalpana asked Ranjitha____________________________________________________________
Ranjitha replied ___________________________________________________________________

Question no : 25
Hemanth :    Will you come to play cricket with me tomorrow?
Chirag :   Sorry, My mother will take me to market to purchase a new Wrist watch.

Ans: Hemanth asked Chirag_____________________________________________________________
Chirag replied_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 26
Swathi :   Arpitha, Can I have your pen please?
Arpitha :   Yes, you can.
Swathi requested Arpitha___________________________________________________________
Arpitha replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 27
Kavitha :   Where are you going today?
Pallavi :    I am going to mysore today.
Kavitha asked Pallavi______________________________________________________________
Pallavi repled_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 28
Praveen :    What are you doing now?
Yuvaraj :    I am writng a short story.
Praveen asked Yuvaraj_____________________________________________________________
Yuvaraj replied____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 29
Ankitha :    did you answer all the questions correctly?
Sindhu :    yes, I answered all the questions correctly.
Ankitha asked Sindhu______________________________________________________________
Sindhu replied_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 30
Kiran :     Would you mind taking off your shoes?
Shashi :     Sorry, I forgot.



Kiran asked Shashi_________________________________________________________________
Shashi replied_____________________________________________________________________

Question no : 31
Ramesh : have you got seat for the Medical course?
Rani : Yes, I am doing the course now.
Ramesh asked Shashi_______________________________________________________________
Rani replied_______________________________________________________________________

Question no : 32
Amrutha : When is your sister coming to shimoga?
Namratha : She is coming this week.
Amrutha asked Namratha___________________________________________________________
Namratha replied _________________________________________________________________

Question no : 33
Teacher :    Why are you late today, Anusha?
 Anusha :    oh! I missed the bus and had to walk all the way.
Teacher asked  Anusha______________________________________________________________
 Anusha replied____________________________________________________________________
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Marks: 01                PREPOSITIONS   AND   ARTICLES      Worksheet no: 16
=============================================================================

                      Articles                   Prepositions
DEFINITE ARTICLE:- 
                                            THE  =   PARTICULAR 
INDEFINITE ARTICLES:-  
                                           A         =  One
                                           AN      =  One
        

  

      

IN = C°è,gÀ°è,M¼ÀUÉ                     ON = ªÉÄÃ¯É, gÀAzÀÄ

AT =   gÀ°è, PÀqÉUÉ                      ABOVE =  ªÉÄÃ É̄

FROM =  ¬ÄAzÀ                                      BELOW = PÉ¼ÀUÉ

TO =  UÉ/PÉ/ºÀwÛgÀ                                       BEHIND =  »AzÉ

BY = ¬ÄAzÀ/ºÉÆwÛUÉ/ºÀwÛgÀ                          BESIDE =  ¥ÀPÀÌzÀ°è

FOR = N¸ÀÌgÀ/ªÀgÉUÉ/UÉ/¬ÄAzÀ                       FRONT OF =  J¢gÀÄUÀqÉ

OF = zÀ/£À/gÀ/AiÀÄ/¼À/°è/«µÀAiÀÄªÁV/¬ÄAzÀ  OVER = ªÉÄÃ É̄

WITH = eÉÆvÉUÉ/¬ÄAzÀ          WITHOUT = E®èzÉ/____zÉ

UNDER =  PÉ¼ÀUÉ                 DURING = D ªÉÃ¼ÉAiÀÄ°è/D À̧ªÀÄAiÀÄzÀ°è

ACROSS = CqÀØ̄ ÁV/____DzÀåAvÀ  

 BETWEEN = ªÀÄzsÀåzÀ°è/£ÀqÀÄªÉ(JgÀqÀÄ EzÁÝUÀ ªÀiÁvÀæ)

AMONG = ªÀÄzsÀåzÀ°è/£ÀqÀÄªÉ  (JgÀqÀQÌAvÀ ºÉZÀÄÑ EzÁÝUÀ)                        

OUT = ºÉÆgÀPÉÌ / PÉÌ

INDEFINITE ARTICLES
The Use of  ‘An’

1. Article ‘an’ should be used before the words beginning with vowel sounds.
e.g:- an egg, an animal,an ox, an orange, an Indian, an eagle, an engineer, an egg, an ancient, an old
car, an owl etc.

2. Before the abbreviations beginning with F,H,L,M,N,S,R,X.
e,g:- an F.I.R, an L.L.B, an N.C.C, an M.L.A, an M.P, an S.I, an S.P, an R.S.S, an x president etc.

3. Before the words beginning with silent ‘h’
e,g:- an hour, an honest, an honourable etc.

The Use of  ‘A’
1. Before the words beginning with consonant sounds.

e,g:- a boy, a man, a woman, a vowel, a house, a hen, a tree, a pen, a book, a letter, etc.
2. With vowel letters having consonant sounds.

e,g:- a unity, a university, a European,  a one rupee coin, a uniform, a useful thing, a union minister
etc.

DEFINITE ARTICLE
The Use of  ‘The’

1. when we speak of a particular person or a thing.
e.g:- The boy standing there is my brother.
        The girl who scolded you yesterday is my classmate.

2. The article ‘the’ should be used before the unique things.
E,g:- The sun, the moon, the earth, the university, the sky, the sea, the river etc. 

3. Before the names of rivers.
e.g:- The Ganga , The Yamuna, The krishna,The Sharavathi etc.

4. Before the names of Seas.
e,g:- The red sea, The Arabbi sea etc.

5. Before the names of oceans.
e,g:- The Indian ocean.

6. Before the names of deserts 



e,g:- The Sahara desert, The Thaar desert etc.
7. Before the group of mountains

e,g:- The Himalaya
8. Before the names of holy books

e,g:- The Ramayana, The Mahabharatha The Bible etc.
9. Before the Names of news papers

e,g:- The Deccan herald, The hindhu, The Prajavani etc.
10. Before the superlative degrees

e,g:- The best, The slowest, The fastest, The tallest etc.
11. Before the Titles

e,g:- The Head master, The Principal, The president, The prime minister etc.
12. Before the ordinals

e,g:- The first, the second, the third, the fourth etc.
13. Before the names of  Hotels

e,g:- The Hotel Taj, The Hotel Mathura, The Hotel Ashoka etc.
14. Before the names of theaters 

e,g:- The Vinayaka, The Mallikarjuna, The Veerabhadreshwara etc.
15. Before the directions

e,g:-  The east, The west, The north, The south etc.
=============================================================================
I  Fill in the blanks with appropriate ‘preposition’ and ‘article’ :
e.g:- Kalpana  earned  her  bachelor’s  degree  and  moved  _____________the  United  States.  On
__________ Very first       day, at the University of taxes, Kalpana met Jeana Pierre Harrison.
Answer:- Kalpana earned her bachelor’s degree and moved   to  the United States. On the Very first
day, at the       University of taxes, Kalpana met Jeana Pierre Harrison.

Questions for practice:-
1) Don  Anselmo  wore_________________same  faded  cutaway,  carried  the  same  stick  and  was

accompanied ________________the boy again. (2016 June)
2) Mohan goes ______________the school __________ bike. (2015 October)
3) Lalitha is ________________M.A. She has been working ________ a private school.( 2015 October)
4) Rajath  bought___________pen.  He  gave  it______________his  intimate  friend.  His  friend

kept_________pen in his pocket, and thanked Rajath__________his gift.  (April 2015)
5) I was walking alone. I saw _________ small crowd that had gathered in front ____________ the park

gate. I stood _______ a while to watch ____________scene.(November 2014)
6) Mrs.  Malini  is____________M.L.A.  She  lives  _________ a  small  village  to  serve  her  villagers.

(S.L.P.2018)
7) There  are  _____________number  of  newspapers________________Kannada  and  English.

(April 2018)
8) Mahesh is _____________M.P. He is really gentleman. He goes round his constituency twice a week

or tries to solve the problems _____________the people. (April 2018 RR)
9) Raja is________good singer. He hails ___________a family of musicians. (June 2017)
10) Wangia walked eastwards_____________many days until he came to___________large mountain.
11) Mr. Bharath is ______________honest merchant. He opens his shop____________6 a.m.
12) He slept ___________ the matter, so he could not end _________work on time.
13) I had lent______________book_______________Prasad.
14) Manoj saw ____________small crowd had gthered in front___________the park gate.
15) K.Borok had received __________message __________the palace of nations in Geneva.
16) Science is ___________exciting adventure where major rewards comes______the discovery itself.



17) Morning walk is ___________tonic_______________the weak.
18) Channai is ____________large city but is not the largest city____________India.
19) Sir. M Vishveshwaraiah was________________man _______________principles.
20) Friendship breaks as_________________mast allowed____________worms breaks.
21) The folk used to say that happiness was _______beautiful bird living___________a snowy mountain.
22) Columbus set out on ___________voyagy______________a ship.
23) Ananth learned _________play _____________Sitar.
24) It took months ____________negotiation to come to_____________understanding with the old man.
25) There had been ______________accident when he went hiking ___________his friends.
26) I met ___________old man from Rio en medio. He was not______any hurry.
27) All kinds ____________things available _______in market.
28) Kruthika bought ____________apple ________the market.
29) My brother who is___________Delhi is _____________architect.
30) She received _____________letter by post __________ten O’ clock.
31) Bhaleshwar Mishra is_______unemployed high school dropout who had come _________Mumbai.
32) Man has been in quest_______________knowledge about ___________universe.
33) This is _______hotel that I stayed________________
34) Manish is ________ intelligent boy. He is studying ______IX standard.
35) Swami looked ________granny, hesitated for moment, and followed his father into_____office room.
36) The guest distributed prizes_______all the students at________programme.
37) Abhishek is __________most handsome boy _________our class. 
38) Sharada puryanaik is ___________M.L.A ___________Shimoga rural in Shimoga district.
39) He is _______European but he lives_______India.
40) In _______fury the old monster blew___________his long beard.
41) Standing ___________the mountain top____________Bird of Happiness gave three loud cries.
42) Satish Gujral is among ________________foremost artists __________________India.
43) Jawaharlal  Nehru  was  born  in  ____________affluent  family.  He  became  _______________first

Prime minister of our nation.
44) ____________earth rotates _________its axis.
45) Have ____________aim in life and work hard ______________dedication and determination.
46) Scientific research is _____exciting venture______the great unknown and the token of humankind’s

survival.
47) Smitha stood __________the window looking at_______traffic, her eyes filled with tears.
48) Don Anselmo was_______man________ principles.
49) I will send you______S.M.S_____________the time I reach home.
50) Though we tried hard, we could not find_______way______the mall.
51) There is ____________old temple_______top of the hill.
52) My brother was delighted_______the present I gave him. It was______video game.
53) This painting which is _____________original copy, was given________my father as a gift.
54) Children have finished all _____--ice-cream__________-the fridge.
55) My sister has _________lot of talent______singing.
56) Don Anselmo had ___________skeleton and_________umbrella as his stick.
57) Don Anselmo agreed_______sell_____property.
58) On my way to school, I saw _________small crowd_________people gathered near the temple.
59) There are some beautiful paintings ___________the walls of___________red house.
60) Mr. Raj requested __________maths teacher to be patient ___________ his son.
61) Are you still interested___________buying ___________new car?
62) Did you meet ____________new teacher ___________Hubli?



63) Please switch off____________T.V before you retine___________bed.
64) I sent _______messenger up to the mountains________Don Anselmo.
65) Freedom fighters played____________important role________shaping the history of India.
66) Muniyamma is________Vegetable vendor. She always carries a basket_____her head.
67) Sitting beside my father___________theatre I watched____________drama.
68) All ________boys of 10th standard are asked to gather ______the field.(FA-1 2016-17)
69) I drew________picture________a flower.(FA-1 2016-17)
70) Children love____________watch movie like________Jungle book. (Midterm 2015)
71) Anitha was born on sunday the 10th __________May 1999 and now she lives in_______apartments.
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MARKS:02                RIGHT FORM OF VERBS            WORKSHEET NO:17

=============================================================================
I. Fill in the blanks choosing the right form of verbs given in brackets :
e.g:-
        When I ____________(arrive) at the railway station yesterday, Sunitha_______________(be + wait)
for me. She wore a blue dress and looked very pretty. (2017 June)
Answer:- when I arrived at the railway station yesterday, Sunitha   was waiting   for me. She wore blue dress
and looked very pretty.

Clues:-        Verbs
  verbs             Present tense             Past tense

                     Subjects                          Verbs
    BE           I                                -        am     
                     he,she,it,name          -        is
                    we,you,they,names    -        are
    DO           I                                -        do
                     he,she,it,name          -        does
                    we,you,they,names    -        do
    HAVE     I,we,you,they,names  -        have
                    he,she,it,name           -         has
M.V            I,we,you,they,names  -        write
                    he,she,it,name           -       writes

              Verbs                                          
           -    was
           -    was  
           -    were
           -    did
           -    did
           -    did
           -    had
           -    had
           -   wrote
           -   wrote

Questions for practice:-
1. Maya is a lively woman. She ______________(love) visiting beaches. Last year, She ____________

__________(have + visit) seven beautiful beaches of Indian islands. (2018 April RF)
2. Rajesh __________(be) a doctor.  He ____________ (be + work) in a Govt.  hospital.  He goes to

hospital at 9 A.M. He does not expect money from patients. He is always cheerful.(2018 April RR)
3. She ___________(cover)  herself  with  a  shawl,  since  a  fierce  wind______________(be  +  blow).

(2018 S.L.P)
4. Rajanna is a good teacher. He _____________ (complete) his Physical Education Training in S.L.N.

college. Now, he___________(be + work) in a private high school in his home town.(2017 April)
5. You  can______________(see)  him  now.  See,  how  he  ____________(be  +  stand).  His  face  is

____________(wrinkle). 
6. Mr. Pushpa______(be) a teacher. Daily she travels by bus. She always___ ________(carry) a bag

with her.(2016-17 FA-1)
7. Mr. Prasad is my friend. He  ____(be) a bank Manager. He _________(be + live) in a big house in the

city.(2017-18 FA-1)
8. Now  it  is  9  p.m.  The  concert  _________________(be  +  start)  at  5  p.m,  still

it___________________(be + continue) (2017 Mid term)
9. India  _________________(be  +  rule)  by  the  British  for  many  centuries,  many  national  leaders

___________(fight) for our freedom. (2016-17 FA-2)
10. Mr. Somayya is my friend. He______________(be + work) in a school. He _________(go) to school

everyday by bus.(2016 M.T)
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11. Yesterday I _________(give) a book to Jim. He _______(read) it and _______________(return) with
thanks. He _______(be) happy to read that book.(2015 Midterm)

12. I ______(see) an accident in last year. At least 10 people________________(be + kill)
13. Our English teacher ______________(be + tell) a story to the class. Everyone __________(listen) it

curiously as the story was about mercy.
14. Amith  was________(request)  to  bring  many  stationaries  as   he  _____________(be  + go)  to  the

market.
15. Yesterday, he _______________(forget) to call me as he_____________(be + do) his homework.
16. My uncle____________(have) a cow. He ___________(buy) it in the market yesterday.
17. Sundar_______classical   singer.  She  _________(earn)  money  by  giving  tuition.  She

____________(be + go) to give a concert in the Town Hall tomorrow.
18. Moments later, his father___________(leave) the room. When he returned, his arms ________(be)

full of paints and brushes, He _________(nod) his head but his eyes__________(remain) sad.
19. Swami’s  father  _____________(sit)  gloomily_______(gaze)  at  the  newspaper  on  his  lap.

Swami_________(rise) quietly and walked to his bed. Granny ___________________(be + sit) on
her bed, waiting for him.

20. Kalpana informs her son Dharma Pal that she will be____________(return) home late in the (go)
to____________(attend) a conference at Malik Hotel. Dharma pal____________(have) to go for his
coaching classes.

21. Using his utmost efforts he ____________(open) his eyes. He _________(stare) in the darkness and
__________(see) something more.

22. I finally ___________ (argue) with him but it was useless. Finally he _____________(sign) the deed
and _________(take) the money but refused to _____________(take) more than the amount agreed
upon.

23. One day, I saw a boy who________________(be + cry). I called him but he________________(do)
not respond me.

24. We celebrated teachers day on 5th  september in our school. All the teachers ________________(be +
honour) by our parents.

25. When I ____________(be) in the class, I was _______________(ask) some questions by the students
who were known for their wisdom and regularity. (2015 April)

26. Ram __________(be  + please) to see Shashi and welcomed her, Shashi ______________(thank)
him. Ram ___________(ask) her politely if  She _____________(can) take her shoes off.

27. Honnappa  _________________(be + go) to Banglore to meet his friend who ____________(be) an
IAS officer.

28. Mr. Honnappa is a teacher. He ______________(teach) English in in Rural High School Haranahalli.
He ________(be  + take) special classes now a days.

29. It _______(rain) heavily last night. So many trees_________(be + fall) on the road.
30. Chandrashekar  _______________(retire)  in  1981.  He  ___________(be  +  award)  the  state  best

teacher.
31. When we _________(see) a snake last night, we _________(be + frighten) and ran away.
32. Americans _____________(be) good people, and that is why I ______________(have + agree) to sell

them.
33. Narendra Modi___________(be + leave)  for  America this  evening.  And he _________(arrive)  to

New Yark at 11.P.M.
34. Science __________(be) an exciting adventure where major reward ____________(come) from the

discovery itself.
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35. India  ___________(get)  Independence  on  15th august  1947.  Before  that  our  nation
_________________(be + rule) by the British.

36. Mrs. Jayashree is a Bharathanatyam dancer. She _______________(earn) money by giving tuition.
She ____________(be + go) to perform tomorrow in the Kuvempu Rangamandira in Shimoga.

37. Suma  is  social  worker.  She  ____________(help)  the  poor  and  downtrodden.  The  Rotary
Club___________________(be + honour) her the next week.

38. My father_____________(be +  sleep) now. He usually_______________(sleep) after lunch.
39. One day Bharath and Chandan ________________(see) strangers. They ____________(be + drink)

tea at Dhamu’s tea stall.
40. Children __________________(be + go) to tell a story because they_____________(be) fond of fairy

tales.
41. Mary _________(love) flowers. So she ____________________(be + water) rose plants.
42. My aunt  and uncle______________(live)  in  Florida.  They _____________(be  + come)  Shimoga

tomorrow.
43. The  Principal  and  the  Management_________________(thank)  the  staff  but  many  teachers

_______________(be) absent on the occasion.
44. Rahim____________(go) to Banglore in 2015. And ___________(be + live) ever since.
45. My father is an honest man. He ___________________(render) free service to the slum dwellers.

And also he ________________(be + take) them on educational trips.
46. My  sister’s  marriage____________________(be  +  arrange)  to  take  place  on  21st May.

we______________(be + go) to get the invitation printed by the second week of this month.
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MARK : 01                       ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE       WORKSHEET NO : 18

====================================================================================

Rules for change active voice into passive voice :-

                 TENSES       ACTIVE VOICE (Question)            PASSIVE VOICE (Answer)

1.SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE              Subject + V1 + Object Object (sub) + am/is/are +V3 +by+Subject(obj)

2.SIMPLE PAST TENSE              Subject + V2 + Object Object (sub) + was/were +V3 +by+Subject(obj)

3.SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE        Subject + will/shall + V1 + Object Obj (sub) +will be/shall be +V3+by+Subject(obj)

4.PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE Subject + am/is/are + V1 ing + Object Object (sub) + am/is/are+ being +V3 +by+Subject(obj)

5.PAST CONTINUOUS  TENSE Subject + was/were + V1 ing + Object Object (sub) + was/were + being +V3 +by+Subject(obj)

6.PRESENT PERFECT TENSE Subject + have/has+V3 + Object Obj (sub) + have been/has been+V3 +by+Subject(obj)

7.PAST PERFECT TENSE Subject + had + V3 + Object Object (sub) + had been +V3 +by+Subject(obj)

8.FUTURE PERFECT TENSE Subject+will have/shall 
have+V3+Object

Obj(sub)+will have been/shall have been+V3 
+by+Subject(obj)

Clues for find out the right answer in options :-
             TENSES      ACTIVE VOICE (Question)    PASSIVE VOICE (Answer)

1. SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE                 V1 (write/writes)                Am/is/are  +V3

2.SIMPLE PAST TENSE                 V2  (wrote)               Was/were +V3

3.SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE            Will/shall + V1 (write)          Will be /shall be +V3

4.PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE      Am/is/are + V1 + ing (writing)          Am/is/are + being +V3

5.PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE     Was/were + V1 +  ing (writing)         Was / were + being +V3

6.PRESENT PERFECT TENSE               Have / has + V3        Have been / has been + V3

7.PAST PERFECT TENSE                    Had + V3        Had been  +V3

8.FUTURE PERFECT TENSE    Will have/shall have  + V3 Will have been / shall have been  +V3

e.g:- I. Read the conversation :
Teacher :  Teja, have you completed the homework?
Teja :  Yes sir,   I             completed my homework.    

The passive form of the underlined sentence is
a) The homework had been completed by me  b) The homework                       completed by me
c) The homework was completed by me  d) The homework is being completed by me

Answer:- b)  The homework has been completed by me

Questions for practice :-
1. They have completed the homework  ( 2017 April )

a) The homework had been completed by them  b) The homework has been completed by them
c) The homework have been completed by them d) The homework is being completed by them

have

Has been

Singular subect



Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. The chief guest distributed the prizes                         (2017 June)

a) The Prizes were distributed by the Chief guest b)  The Prizes are distributed by the Chief guest 
c)  The Prizes have been distributed by the Chief guest  d)  The Prizes are being distributed by the Chief guest
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. We are attending to that work now.  (2016 D.L.P)
a) That work was attended to now. b) That work is being attended to now.
c) That work is attended to now. d) That work will be attended to now.
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Somebody has stolen it.  ( 2018 S.L.P)
a) It is stolen b)  It has been stolen
c) It was stolen d)  It had been stolen
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. I have bought all these dress  ( FA-3 2017-18)
a) All these dress have been bought by me b) All these dress had been bought by me
c)All these dress has been bought by me d) All these dress were bought by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. I have solved all the problems  ( 2017 Midterm)
a)All the problems had been solved by me b)  All the problems has been solved by me
c) All the problems were solved by me d) All the problems have been solved by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. She has given a book  
a) A book was given by her b)   A book has been given by her
c)  A book is given by her d) A book will be given by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

8. I broke it while playing  ( FA-2 2016-17)
a) It is broken by me while playing b) It had been broken by me while playing
c) It was broken by me while playing d) It is being broken by me while playing
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

9. She is singing a song  
a) A song is sung by her b)A song was being sung by her
c) A song has sung by her d) A song is being sung by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

10. Leela has written a book  
a) A book had been written by her b) A book is written by her
c) A book has been written by her. d)  A book will be written by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

11. Do the work  
a) Work is done by you b)  Work was done by you
c) Let me do the work. d)  Let the work be done
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

12. I have written all the answers correctly  
a) All the answers are written correctly by me b) All the answers have been written correctly by me
c) All the answers are being written correctly by me d) All the answers were written correctly by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

13. The students will like the new pattern.  
a) The new pattern will be liked by the students b) The new pattern would be liked by the students
c) The new pattern is being liked by the students d) The new pattern can be liked by the students
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

14. The thieves planned the robbery very carefully.  
a) The robbery was planned by the thieves very carefully.
b)The robbery will be planned by the thieves very carefully
c) The robbery is planned by the thieves very carefully
d)The robbery is being planned by the thieves very carefully
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________



15. She is cooking food in the kitchen  
a) The food is being cooked by her b) The food was cooked by her
c) The food was being cooked by her d) The food has been being cooked by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

16. He had eaten a mango  
a) A mango was eaten by him b)  A mango had been eaten by him
c) A mango have been eaten by him d) A mango has been eaten by him
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

17. He makes pots  
a) Pots are made by him b) Pots were made by him
c) Pots were being made by him d) Pots are being made by him
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

18. She has published a new book  
a)A new book was published by her b) A new book had been published by her
c) A new book is published by her d) A new book has been published by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

19. She called you  
a)You are called by her b)You were called by her
c)You will be called by her d) You had been called by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

20. The police arrested the owner of the club  
a)The owner of the club was arrested by the police b) The owner of the club is arrested by the police
c) The owner of the club can be arrested by the police d) The owner of the club had been arrested by the police
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

21. Anusha presented me a pocket ictionary  
a)The owner of the club was arrested by the police b) The owner of the club is arrested by the police
c) The owner of the club can be arrested by the police d) The owner of the club had been arrested by the police
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

22. She is typing a letter  
a) A letter has been being typed by her b) A letter was being typed by her
c) A letter are being typed by her d) A letter is being typed by her
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

23. We played the cricket  
a)The cricket had been played by us b) The cricket is played by us
c) The cricket was played by us d)  The cricket will be played by us
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

24. They can learn English  
a) English will be learned by them b) English could be learned by them
c) English is learned by them d) English can be learned by them
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

25. The teacher had guided the pupils well  
a) The pupils had been guided well by the teacher b) The pupils has been guided well by the teacher
c) The pupils are being guided well by the teacher d) The pupils have been guided well by the teacher
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

26. He was writing a book  
a) A book had been written by him b)  A book has been written by him
c) A book was being written by him d)  A book is being written by him
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

27. You have consulted the doctor  
a) The doctor was consulted by you b) The doctor has been consulted by you
c) The doctor is consulted by you d) The doctor will be consulted by you
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

28. Arun will help you  
a) The doctor was consulted by you b) The doctor has been consulted by you
c) The doctor is consulted by you d) The doctor will be consulted by you



Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________
29. Hemanth is drinking a cup of milk  

a) A cup of milk was being drunk by Hemanth b) A cup of milk is being drunk by Hemanth
c) A cup of milk has been drunk by Hemanth d)  A cup of milk will be drunk by Hemanth
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

30. The master took the servant to task  
a) The servant was taken to task by the master b) The servant is taken to task by the master
c) The servant was taking to task by the master d) The servant has been taken to task by the master
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

31.  Mehatha typed the letter  
a) A letter is typed by Mehatha b)  A letter was typed by Mehatha
c) A letter is being typed by Mehatha d)  A letter has been typed by Mehatha
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

32. My brother has distributed all the invitation cards.  
a) All the invitation cards were distributed by my brother     b)All the invitation cards has been distributed by my brother
c) All the invitation cards have been distributed by my brother d)All the invitation cards are distributed by my brother
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

33. William Shakespear wrote the poem Quality of Mercy  
a)The poem Quality of Mercy is written by W.Shakespear     b) The poem Quality of Mercy has been written by W.Shakespear
c)The poem Quality of Mercy had been written by W.Shakespear d) The poem Quality of Mercy was written by W.Shakespear

Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________
34.  Rahul dravid took the captainship  

a)The captainship is taken by Rahul dravid b)   The captainship was taken by Rahul dravid
c) The captainship was being taken by Rahul dravid d)   The captainship is being taken by Rahul dravid
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

35. I am purchasing a new dress  
a) A new dress is being purchased by me b) A new dress was being purchased by me
c) A new dress is purchased by me d) A new dress had been purchased by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

36. He bought vegetables  
a) Vegetables are bought by him b)Vegetables were bought by him
c) Vegetables can be bought by him d)Vegetables are being bought by him
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

37. I have attended the party  
a) The party have been attended by me b) The party had been attended by me
c)  The party has been attended by me d) The party was being attended by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

38. I have attended the party  
a) The party have been attended by me b) The party had been attended by me
c)  The party has been attended by me d) The party was being attended by me
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

39. Vijay broke the glass         
a) The glass is broken by Vijay b)  The glass is being broken by Vijay
c)  The glass has broken by Vijay d) The glass was broken by Vijay
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________

40. Rahaman was composing the music  
a)The music is composed by Rahaman b)  The music is being composed by Rahaman
c)  The music had been composed by Rahaman d) The music was being composed by Rahaman
Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

41. Kamala has drawn that picture  
a)That picture has been drawn by Kamala b)That picture had been drawn by Kamala
c)That picture was being drawn by Kamala d)That picture have been drawn by Kamala

Answer:-_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Mark : 01                   ‘IF’ CLAUSE (3rd Condition)           Worksheet no : 19

I. Read the conversation and fill in the blank choosing the correct ‘If clause’ given below :
e.g:- Ramesh  :  Why can’t you come with me Ravi?

Ravi   :  No, I have some urgent work now.
Ramesh  :  May I know the correct reason Ravi?
Ravi        :  I don’t have vehicle to take my dad to the hospital, that’s it.
Ramesh  :  Is it? If you had told me earlier, I ___________________________a vehicle.
a) will arrange b)                   c) would arrange d) shall arrange

Answer:- Would have arranged                                                                                                                                                  
CLUES :-

➢ Find out the option Would  /  would have  /  would have + V3   from the options as your right answer.
➢ If the sentence begins  with ‘have + V3 ’ after the blank you have to choose Only ‘would’ as your answer.
➢ If the sentence begins with ‘V3’ after the blank you have to choose Only ‘would have’ as your answer.

Questions for practice :-
1. If I had worked hard I ____________________more.

a) shall scored    b) will score     c) would scored d) would have scored
Answer:-________________________

2. If I had come early, I ____________taken any lunch.
a) shall have b) would have c) will have d) can have
Answer:-________________________

3. I don’t have enough money now, If I had saved money I __________________it for you sure.
a) would have bought  b) had bought  c) have had bought  d) will have bought 
Answer:-________________________

4. If you had attended the remedial classes, you ______________________understood Maths well.
a) will have b) shall have c) would d) would have
Answer:-________________________

5. If you had bought a smart phone we_________________watched games on it.
a) would have b) will have c) could have d) would
Answer:-________________________

6. If you had come a little earlier, I ____________________ spent some time with you.
a) can b) will have c) might d) would have
Answer:-________________________

7. If I were bird I ___________fly like that higher and higher.
a) shall b) will c)  would d) can
Answer:-________________________

8. If I had bought my bike, we________________gone on long ride.
a) shall have b) would have c) would     d) should
Answer:-________________________

9. If you had told me earlier, I ___________________sent someone with her.
a) can have b) would have c) could   d) would
Answer:-________________________

10. If  you had told me earlier, I _________________not charged anything.
a) would have    b) will have    c) shall have    d) may have
Answer:-________________________

11. If we plant more and more trees, it _____________not be too hot.
a)could b) would c) will d) would have
Answer:-________________________

12. If you had worked hard, you______________more marks.

Would have arranged



a) would get    b) will get c) would have got d) shall have got
Answer:-________________________

13. If I had enough money, I ________________________ a new car.
a) will have    b) will have purchased     c) would have purchased d) might have
Answer:-________________________

14. If you had studied well, you______________got first class.
a) would have b) would got       c) would d) will get
Answer:-________________________

15. If I had brought my camera, we __________________________some photographs.
a)would have taken b) will have c) would have d) shall have taken
Answer:-________________________

16. If you had not moved to the edge of the compound, you_______________________________your
leg.
a) would have not b) will have not c) could have not d) would have not broken
Answer:-________________________

17. If the captain of our team had not used only one fast bowler, we _______________________lost the
match.
a) shall have     b) can have c) will have d) would have not
Answer:-________________________

18. If it monsoon rains had rained well, the farmers____________________________________crops.
a) would b) will have c) would have grown d) should have
Answer:-________________________

19. If Kavitha had scored more marks in English, she _____________________ a seat in the college she
wanted.
a) will have b) would have got     c) would have   d) should have
Answer:-__________________________________

20. If you had gone to the station at 10.a.m. you_____________________ the train.
a) will b) would      c) should              d) would have missed
Answer:-__________________________________

21. If you had told me earlier, I _____________a vehicle.
a) will arrange b) would have arranged     c) would arrange d) shall arrange 
Answer:-__________________________________ 
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 MARK : 01                                                                                                                                                    WORKSHEET NO : 20

Rules :-
➢ If the sentence is negative question tag must be positive.

How can we find the Negative sentence 
* If the given sentence has any negative words like not, no, never  it is negative sentence.
e,g:-  sentence                                                                                                            question tag

➢ If the sentence is positive question Tag must be negative.
How can we find the Positive sentence 
* If the given sentence has no any negative words like not, no, never  is positive sentence.
e,g:-  sentence                                                                                                             question tag

➢ If the sentence begins with noun as subject , we must change it as pronoun in question tag.
e.g :- subject in  sentence                                  is my student, i  sn’t                                   subject in question tag

➢ We must put comma (,) before the question tag.
➢ We must begin the question tag with small letter after the comma.
➢ We must put question mark at the end of the question tag.

e.g :-   He is           a teacher,__________?                         Negative sentence ( there is a negative word ‘not’ in the sentence)  
           He is a good boy,______________?                        Positive sentence ( there is no any negative words like no,not,never)
CLUES :-

 Positive (Question)   Negative (Answer)  Negative (Question)  Positive (Answer)

               am              aren’t I (subject) ?  amn’t /am not      am I (Subject)?
               is              isn’t________?  isn’t  /  is not               is________?
              are             aren’t________?  aren’t  / are not               are________?
              was             wasn’t________?  wasn’t  / was not               was________?
             were            weren’t________?  weren’t  / were not               were________?
              do            don’t________?  don’t  /  do not               do________?
             does            doesn’t________?  doesn’t  /  does not             does________?
            did            didn’t________?  didn’t / did not            did________?
            have            haven’t________?    haven’t  / have not            Have________?
            has            hasn’t________?   hasn’t / has not             has________?
            had            hadn’t________?     hadn’t / had not             had________?
           will   won’t (will + not = won’t)  won’t (will + not = won’t)           will________?
           would          wouldn’t________?  wouldn’t           would________?
           shall   shan’t (shall+not= shan’t)  shan’t (shall+not= shan’t)           shall________?
          should          shouldn’t________?   shouldn’t/ should not            should________?
          can             can’t________?   can’t / cannot             can________?
         could           couldn’t________?   couldn’t / could not            could________?
           may           mayn’t________?  mayn’t / may not            may________?
         might           mightn’t________?  mightn’t / might not            might________?
         must           mustn’t________?   mustn’t / must not            must________?
         Write      (V1)            don’t________?  don’t / do not + V1             do________?
         Writes     (V1)          doesn’t________?  doesn’t / does not + V1           does________?

         Wrote      (V2)           didn’t________?  didn’t / did not + V1            did________?

Questions for practice :-
1. Sheela doesn’t tolerate any mistakes,_____________ ( April 2017)

The question tag to be used for the above sentence is
a) is she?   b) does she?        c) doesn’t she? d) isn’t she? Answer:-________________________

2. The little baby girl has an angelic face,__________ (S.L.P 2018)
a) hasn’t she? b) isn’t she? c)doesn’t she? d) has she?          Answer:-________________________

3. She is very brilliant, ____________ (June 2017)
a) isn’t she? b) is she? c) hasn’t she? d) has she?          Answer:-________________________

4. The Old man sat under a tree to rest,______________ (June 2016)
a) did he? b) doesn’t he? c) didn’t he? d) wasn’t he? Answer:-________________________

5. Satish is not interested in music,__________________ (April 2016)

not

 She is not a good girl, is she?

 She is a good girl, isn’t she?

PallaviPallaviPallaviPallaviPallavi   she?

QUESTION TAG



a) isn’t he? b) hasn’t he? c) is he? d) has he? Answer:-________________________
6. Gopal bought some sweets this morning,______________ (June 2015)

a) doesn’t he? b) won’t he? c) didn’t he? d) can’t he? Answer:-________________________
7. I like English,______________ (April 2015)

a) do I? b) don’t I? c) am I? d) aren’t I? Answer:-________________________
8. The students won’t waste time,______________ (2015 M.Q.P 1)

a) won’t they? b) will they? c) can they? d) would they? Answer:-________________________
9. All of us want to be happy,_________________ (2015 M.Q.P 2)

a) won’t we? b) don’t we? c) shall we? d) aren’t we? Answer:-________________________
10. Let’s start now,_____________ (November,2014)

a) can we? b) shall we? c) do we? d) must we? Answer:-________________________
11. Gopi broke the glass,_____________________ (2018 April)

a) did he? b) was he? c) wasn’t he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________
12. Father never sits in the house,_______________ (2018 April RR)

a) doesn’t he? b) isn’t he? c) does he? d) did he? Answer:-________________________
13. Praveen never comes late to school,_________________ (Dakhsina kannada D.L P 2017)

a) does he? b) doesn’t he? c) is he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________
14. He is not alert,_________________________

a) isn’t he? b) is he? c) doesn’t he? d) does he? Answer:-________________________
15. She is afraid,_____________________

a) was she? b) is she? c) isn’t she? d) wasn’t she? Answer:-________________________
16. Someone comes here,_________________

a) doesn’t he? b) don’t he? c) don’t they? d) doesn’t they? Answer:-________________________
17. Boys never mind to play cricket,______________

a) don’t they? b) do they? c) does they? d) doesn’t they? Answer:-________________________
18. The woman is inquisitive,_______________

a) isn’t she? b) isn’t he? c) is she? d) is he? Answer:-________________________
19. Sheela goes to Yoga class regularly,__________________ ( Shimoga D.L.P 2018)

a) isn’t she? b) wasn’t she? c) doesn’t she? d) didn’t she? Answer:-________________________
20. Let’s play the game,_______________________ (FA-1 2018)

a) shan’t we? b) shall we? c) shall he? d) shall she? Answer:-________________________
21. I am writing a letter______________________

a) isn’t I ? b) wasn’t I ? c) aren’t I? d) don’t I? Answer:-________________________
22. Rahul Dravid is a gentleman,____________________

a) wasn’t he? b) isn’t he? c) doesn’t he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________
23. He never speaks English,________________________

a) does he? b) do he? c) don’t he? d) doesn’t he? Answer:-________________________
24. I was teaching grammar,___________________________

a) isn’t I ? b) wasn’t I ? c) don’t I ? d) didn’t I ? Answer:-________________________
25. Kavitha is a good girl,____________________________

a) isn’t I ? b) wasn’t I ? c) don’t I ? d) didn’t I ? Answer:-________________________
26. She goes to Mysore,_____________________________

a) don’t she? b) didn’t she? c) doesn’t she? d) wasn’t she? Answer:-________________________
27. Raju never makes mistakes,________________________

a) does he? b) do he? c) don’t he? d) doesn’t he? Answer:-________________________
28. Manish pandey played very well,_______________________

a) isn’t he ? b) wasn’t he ? c) don’t he ? d) didn’t he ? Answer:-________________________
29. Mr.Lokesh works in a factory,__________________________

a) wasn’t he? b) isn’t he? c) doesn’t he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________
30. She will come tomorrow,________________________________

a) don’t she? b) won’t she? c) doesn’t she? d) wasn’t she? Answer:-________________________
31. He could play very confidently,___________________________

a) couldn’t he? b) could he? c) can he? d) can’t he? Answer:-________________________
32. You cannot help others,__________________________________

a) can he? b) can’t he? c) could he? d) will he? Answer:-________________________



33. She is Nischitha,_______________________________________
a) isn’t she? b) is she? c) was he? wasn’t he? Answer:-________________________

34. Raghav is not singing a song,_____________________________
a) isn’t he? b) is he? c) does she? d) wasn’t he? Answer:-________________________

35. Latha and Lavanya are not reading,________________________
a) weren’t they? b) don’t they? c) aren’t they? d) can’t they? Answer:-________________________

36. I work hard,__________________________________________
a) don’t I ? b) do I ? c) was I ? d? Did I ? Answer:-________________________

37. We worked hard,______________________________________
a) didn’t we ? b) did we ? c) don’t we? d) doesn’t we ? Answer:-________________________

38. They have two books,__________________________________
a) haven’t they? b) have they? c) had they? d) were they? Answer:-________________________

39. She has written a book,_________________________________
a) has she? b) wasn’t she? c) isn’t she? d) hasn’t she? Answer:-________________________

40. He will tell us truth,___________________________________
a) won’t he? b) will he? c) wasn’t he? d) hasn’t he? Answer:-________________________

41. Nice day,____________________________________________
a) is it? b) wasn’t it? c) doesn’t it? d) does it? Answer:-________________________

42. The officer drives the car,_______________________________
a) does he? b) doesn’t he? c) is he? d) isn’t he? Answer:-________________________

43. Lift the table,_________________________________________
a) won’t you? b) can’t you? c) couldn’t you? d) can you? Answer:-________________________

44. Antony never goes to school late,_________________________
a) don’t he? b) doesn’t he? c) couldn’t he? d) does he? Answer:-________________________

45. I am fond of reading,___________________________________
a) wasn’t I ? b) aren’t I? c) can’t I? d) does I ? Answer:-________________________

46. It is raining___________________________________________
a) isn’t it? b) wasn’t it? c) hasn’t it? d) aren’t it? Answer:-________________________

47. I am not a doctor,______________________________________
a) wasn’t he? b) am I ? c) can’t I? d) aren’t I ? Answer:-________________________

48. Roma was in danger,____________________________________
a) wasn’t she? b) isn’t she? c) doesn’t she? d) didn’t she? Answer:-________________________

49. Pepe stopped the sailors at the doorsteps_____________________
a) isn’t he? b) didn’t he? c) doesn’t he? d) wasn’t he? Answer:-________________________

50. Jazz could not play saxophone,_______________________________
a) can’t he? b) couldn’t he? c) could he? d) can he? Answer:-________________________

51. People do not think critically,________________________________
a) do they? b) don’t they? c) doesn’t they? d) did they? Answer:-________________________

52. Sania Mirza will play for India,_______________________________
a) will she? b) won’t she? c) wouldn’t she? d)shall she? Answer:-________________________

53. We have to pay taxes in time,________________________________
a) don’t we? b) hadn’t we? c) shall we? d) shouldn’t we? Answer:-________________________

54. Let me write on the black board,______________________________
a) will you? b) shall you? c) didn’t you? d) did you? Answer:-________________________

55. Lets start our work now,____________________________________
a) can we? b) shall we? c) do we? d) must we? Answer:-________________________

56. She is good in English,____________________________________
a) wasn’t she? b) hasn’t she? c) isn’t she? d) doesn’t she? Answer:-________________________

57. Spectators went out of the theater,_____________________________
a) did they? b) didn’t they? c) weren’t they? d) haven’t they? Answer:-________________________

58. I’m working hard to score high marks,__________________________
a) aren’t I? b) don’t I? c) wasn’t I? d) haven’t I? Answer:-________________________

59. The Old man sat under the tree,________________________________
a) isn’t he? b) did he? c) doesn’t he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________

60. It is easy to preach but rather difficult to practice,__________________



a) isn’t it? b) wasn’t it? c) doesn’t it? d) didn’t it? Answer:-________________________
61. You are not a teacher,________________________________________

a) weren’t you? b) wasn’t you? c) aren’t you? d) didn’t you? Answer:-________________________
62. They have gone already,______________________________________

a) have they? b) haven’t they? c) are they? d) aren’t they? Answer:-________________________
63. Ramesh builds his body well,__________________________________

a) is he) b) isn’t he? c) does he? d) doesn’t he? Answer:-________________________
64. She can sing well,___________________________________________

a) could she? b) can’t she? c) couldn’t she? d) can she? Answer:-________________________
65. It is very hot today,__________________________________________

a) isn’t it? b) is it? c) has it? d) hasn’t it? Answer:-________________________
66. The apples are good,_________________________________________

a) were they? b) weren’t they? c) are they? d) aren’t they? Answer:-________________________
67. He knows German very well,__________________________________

a) doesn’t he? b) does he? c) did he? d) didn’t he? Answer:-________________________
68. He will never come again,_____________________________________

a) does he? b) won`t he? c) doesn’t he? d) will he? Answer:-________________________

69. Gopi drank coffee,___________________________________________

a) did he? b) doesn’t he? c) didn’t he? d) don’t he? Answer:-________________________
70. Children like playing,_________________________________________

a) don’t they? b) do they? c) aren’t they? d) are they? Answer:-________________________
71. She will be busy tomorrow,_____________________________________

a) will she? b) won’t she? c) shall she? d) shan’t she? Answer:-________________________
72. She can’t speak well,__________________________________________

a) could she? b) couldn’t she? c) can she? d) can’t she? Answer:-________________________
73. They have not gone yet,________________________________________

a) have they? b) haven’t they? c) aren’t they? d) are they? Answer:-________________________
74. I did not win in the election,_____________________________________

a) were I ? b) weren’t I ? c) didn’t I ? d) did I ? Answer:-________________________
75. He is not a good boy,__________________________________________

a) is he? b) isn’t he? c) was he? d) wasn’t he? Answer:-________________________
76. His charges are not heavy,______________________________________

a) aren’t they? b) are they? c) weren’t they? d) were they? Answer:-________________________
77. Ayanuru is the nearest town to Shimoga,__________________________

a) is it? b) isn’t it? c) are they? d) aren’t they? Answer:-________________________
78. He is  not running fast,________________________________________

a) was he ? b) wasn’t he? c) is he? d) isn’t he? Answer:-________________________
79.  I wrote 12 poems on my own,__________________________________

a) didn’t I ? b) did he? c) don’t I ? d) do I ? Answer:-________________________
80. There was someone at the door,_________________________________

a) was there? b) wasn’t there? c) is there? d) isn’t there? Answer:-________________________
81. My brother is an Engineer,_____________________________________

a) isn’t he? b) is he? c) wasn’t he? d) was he? Answer:-________________________
82. Let’s go to the movie,_________________________________________

a) shan’t we? b) shall we? c) won’t we? d) will we? Answer:-________________________
83. Wait for a minute,____________________________________________

a) can’t you? b) can you? c) will you? d) won’t you? Answer:-________________________
84. Take your seat,_______________________________________________

a) won’t you? b) will you? c) can’t you? d) can you? Answer:-________________________
85. I am late to duty today,________________________________________

a) amn’t I ? b) aren’t I ? c) am I ? d) have they? Answer:-_______________________
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MARKS : 01      LINKING WORDS ( CONJUNCTIONS )   worksheet no : 21

Conjunction :- 
A conjunction  a word it joins two words or two sentences.

  e.g:- Ramesh and Ravi are good friends. Ramesh is very active but Ravi is lazy.                                                             

CONJUNCTIONS/LINKERS :- 

     1        WHILE    ºÁUÉ     11        AS    JAzÀÄ, ºÁUÉ

     2        AND    ªÀÄvÀÄÛ     12       OR      CxÀªÁ

     3        BUT    DzÀgÉ     13      WHEN    AiÀiÁªÁUÀ

     4       TILL    vÀ£ÀPÀ     14       YET      E£ÀÄß , FªÀgÉUÀÆ

     5       SO    DzÀÝjAzÀ     15        A    MAzÀÄ

     6       AFTER    £ÀAvÀgÀ     16       TO        UÉ

     7       THAT      CzÀÄ,__     17       WITH    eÉÆvÉUÉ

     8       BECAUSE    KPÉAzÀgÉ     18       OF    CzÀgÀ

     9       BOTH    JgÀqÀÄ     19        IN     C°è , zÀ°è

    10       IF     MAzÀÄ ªÉÃ¼É     20       THE   CªÀgÀÄ ,CªÀ¼ÀÄ   

I. Fill in the blanks using the linking words given in the brackets :
e.g:- Nisarga is a famous doctor. He does not want to charge much as  he is very rich. He is helping poor and doing 

social work.   ( and, so, that, as )

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE:-
1. Sham is an engineer. He earns a lot of money___________ doesn’t save ________his wife is upset.  

( and, so, because, but )
2. Kavitha was happy____________ she was in Mysore. She had come out of the college_________was in 

search of job then. She tried her best ___________it was all in vain. So she remained unemployed _______she
was 40.  ( but, till, and, while )

3. Ravi is an intelligent boy__________lazy._______ he could not score more marks in the last year. 

(and, so, but, because )
4. ____________ reading it through, father looked at Swami fixedly_______asked. What do you say to that?” 

( because , so, and, after )
5. He is ______ weak_________he can’t walk. ( therefore, because, and, so )

6. His house was small___________wretched,________quaint. ( and, but, because, so )

7. Finally he signed the deed______took the money ________ refused to take more than the amount agreed upon.

( though, so, and, but )
8. I sold them my property _________ I knew they are good people. ___________  I did not sell them the trees in

the orchard. ( but, because, after, and )
9. They knew _______the boy had not many days to live. ________they did not voice there fears. 

( so, that, and, but )
10. One day ________he saw a bird________was unlike any he had ever seen before. ( but, that, when, so )

11.  _______it is a summer___________winter many people would like to have air conditioners. 

( whether, when, or, but )
12. Rahul Dravid became a successful cricketer________he worked very hard for it_________many cricketers 

failed as they did not practice well. ( not only, but also, because, but )
13. They ______invited me for dinner_______sent a car for me. ( but also. Not only, either, or )

14. He spends _______he is rich, __________his parents very poor. ( but, so, as if , so ) 

15. _____________he tried to convince his wife, yet she was not happy with his words. _________their bondage 

was broken.  ( and, so, but, though )

word word linker sentence   linker sentence



16. ______________ I reached the railway station the train had already left.____________ I travelled by bus. 
( because, so, as soon as, and )

17. We sail __________it is God’s will________we will certainly reach. ( so, and, because, that )

18. Columbus says that discipline____________duty are bubbles ________burst at the first contact.

( but, that, or, and) ( FA-3 2016-17)
19. All were interested to attend the competition, but_______boys________girls were allowed. Only adults were 

allowed. ( nor, yet, and, neither ) (FA-4 2016-17)
20. He dashed along the corridor in leaps_________bounds, not bothering to know ________he bumped into. 

( but, and, since, who )  ( S L P 2018)
21. Raghu _______Harish are good friends. ___________Harish is a teacher, is more helpful in Raghu’s business. 

They are neighbours. Raghu goes for walking daily in the morning. Harish also goes with him.
( till, so, and, though )

22. Bhavana _____________Chethana are twins, ____________they are very different from each other.

(and, so, because, but ) ( 2017 RR )
23. You may take this book____________not that one. 

The teachers are kind _____________affectionate. ( Unless, but, and, if )
24. All the shops were crowded.______________ if you  want to buy anything, you have to stand in a queue 

__________you are given a card. This causes a lot of inconvenience to customers, __________what can be 
done?______________this system exists in all the cities, you have got to bear with it. ( also, but, as, so, that )
(2017-18 KSEEB M P)

25. The summons came from the Soviet president____________ I had to go there. At the meeting, I was shown a 
letter from the American President,_____________to my surprise__________a few days. I was called to 
Geneva. The meeting was held so________ we could hold talk. ( and, that, after, so ) (2016 D L P)

26. The flight in which I travelled was delayed____________the sky was very cloudy_____________,my parents 

were much worried about my safety. ( but, so, because, that ) ( 2018 March)
27. Mamatha goes to school either by bus_________on foot. She is very intelligent ________lazy. 

( and, so, or, but ) (2018 RR)
28. I will take you__________you are ready. My son___________daughter are coming with me.___________ I 

am taking my car. My wife is not coming___________she is not feeling well. ( and, because, if, so, hence )
29. The officer applied for a leave,_____________ he is ill. He may come to the office on 

Monday________Tuesday. ( because, and, or, though )
30. It was a nice house_____________it has no Garden______________no compound wall. I like 

house__________it has big rooms________a large door. ( because, and, since, and, but )
31. Suhas___________Likhith are good friends___________ they come to school they took part in all activity. 

( and, when, but, though )
32. Ramu is my neighbour.____________he is an English teacher, he teaches history. It is ____________the 

students find history to be difficult. He is teaching both the subjects_____________he enjoys spendig time 
with the students____________the students also like him a lot. ( so, as, although, because, since )

33. Vinutha ___________her sister entered the house,_______there was no electricity ____________they took out

of a box of matches and lit a lamp_____________they could not see anything. ( and, still, but, so )
34. ____________Venkatram is a rich man, he is not generous___________his wife helps the 

needy___________she was from a poor family__________suffered a lot. ( though, because, and, but )
35. Abdul kalaam was a discipline person_____________he was from a poor family, he became popular. He made 

a name___________as a scientist___________as a states man___________he was service dedicative. ( not 
only, though, but also, because )

36. It took months of negotiation________________come to________understanding with the old man. He was 
________no hurry. What he had__________most of the time.   (  to, an, in, the )

37. Radha__________Rukmini are sisters. Radha is lazy___________she is lazy, she is intelligent. Her father 
knows___________she would get distinction in M.B.B.S.  ( and, but, though, that )
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Mark : 01                                                                                           Work sheet no : 22
WH WORDS:-

 What  K£ÀÄ / K£À£ÀÄß                           

 Who  AiÀiÁgÀÄ / AiÀiÁgÀ£ÀÄß

 Whom  AiÀiÁgÀ£ÀÄß / AiÀiÁjUÉ / AiÀiÁjAzÀ / AiÀiÁjUÉÆÃ À̧ÌgÀ

 Whose  AiÀiÁgÀzÀÄ

 Which  AiÀiÁªÀ / AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ 

 When  AiÀiÁªÁUÀ

 Where  J°è / J°èUÉ

 How  ºÉÃUÉ

 Why  KPÉ

 How many  JµÀÄÖ (JtÂ À̧§ºÀÄzÁzÀ)

 How much  JµÀÄÖ (JtÂ À̧̄ ÁUÀzÀ)

 How long  JµÀÄÖ À̧ªÀÄAiÀÄ

 How far  JµÀÄÖ zÀÆgÀ

 How aften  JµÀÄÖ ¸Áj

 How old  JµÀÄÖ ªÀAiÀÄ À̧Äì

NOTE:-
1. Use appropriate WH word.

2. If the statement has an auxiliary verb ( is, are, was, were, do,does,did,have, has, had, 

will,would,shall,should,can, could,may,might,must) Use the same auxiliary in the question.
3. If the sentence has only main verb (V1) (write/writes) in present tense you have to Use Do or does for the 

present tense in the question.
4. If the sentence has only main verb ( V2 ) (wrote) in past tense you have to use did for the past in the question.

5. You must put question mark at the end of the sentence.

  I. Choose the correct WH question for the following sentence to get underlined part as answer.
      The children come to school by bus. The correct “wh” question for the above statement is______
       plural subject             V1

       a) How do the children come to school? b) How did the children come to school?
       c) How does the children come to school? d) How had the children come to school?
Answer:- How do the children come to school?                                                                                                                

Questions for practice :-
I. Choose the correct WH question for the following statements to get underlined part as answer.

1. Swami’s father is a lawyer.

a) How is Swami’s father? b) What is Swami’s father?
c) What is Swami’s father work? d) What is Swami’s father doing?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Baleshwar helped Roma Talreja.

a) Whom did Baleshwar help? b) Whom do Baleshwar help?
c) What do Baleshwar help? d) What did Baleshwar help?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Market is five k.ms away from my home.

a) Where is market? b) How far is market from my home?
c) How many k.ms is market from my home? d) How much k.ms is market from my home?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________

WH QUESTION



4. Wangjia went to see the Bird of happiness.

a) Where did Wangjia go? b) Why did Wangjia go?
c) Where is the bird of happiness? d) Who is the bird of happiness?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
5. Suprith celebrates his birthday on tuesday. 

a) When is Suprith going to celebrate his birthday? b) When is Suprith celebrate his birthday?
c) When would Suprith celebrate his birthday? d) When did Suprith celebrate his birthaday?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Shantha went to Banglore to meet her boy friend.

a) Why does Shantha going to Banglore? b) Why was Shantha go to Banglore?
c) Why will Shantha go to Banglore? d) Why did Shantha go Banglore?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Satish Gujral honoured with Padma Vibhushan.

a) What does Satish Gujral honoured with? b) What honoured Satish Gujral with?
c) What was Satish Gujral honoured with? c) What did Satish Gujaral honur?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
8. Naresh made five mistakes.

a) How much mistakes Naresh made? b) What mistakes did Naresh made?
c) How many mistakes did Naresh make? d) What would Naresh make mistakes?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
9. Pepe   was the follower of Columbus.

a) Who was the follower of Columbus? b) Where was Pepe?
c) Who was thefollower of Pepe? d) What was the follower of columbus?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Smitha is sixteen years old.

a) How many years old to Smitha? b) What is the age of Smitha?
c) How much years to Smitha? d) How old is Smitha?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
11. Don Anselmo sold his land to the Americans.

a) Whom did Don Anselmo sell his land? b) Who does Don Anselmo seld his land?
c) Who did Don Anselmo sold his land? d) Who was Don Anselmo sold his land?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
12. I go to school every day at 9 a.m.

a) Where do you go everyday? b) At what time do you go to school everyday?
c) When do you go to school everyday? d) What was your time to go to school ?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
13. Because of cold and fever   I am not going to school.

a) When are you not going to school? b) Why are you not going to school?
c) What is the reason of not going to school? d) Why don’t you go to school?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
14. Children are playing in the play ground.

a) Where do children playing? b) Where will children play?
c) Where did children play? d) Where are children playing?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
15. We go to Dharwad by train.

a) How do we go to Dharwad? b) How did we go to Dharwad?
c) How will we go to Dharwad? d) How would we go to Dharwad?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
16. Satish went to market to buy vegetables.

a) Why do Satish went to market? b) Why did Satish go to market?



c) Why did Satish went to market? d) Why do Satish go to market?
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________

17. We are going to Delhi tomorrow.

a) When do you go to Delhi? b) When did you go to delhi?
c) When did you went to Delhi? d) When are you going to Delhi?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
18. I am preparing food.

a) What are you doing? b) What work you were doing?
c) What food are you preparing? d) What is the work you are doing?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
19. Suraj sat for 3 hours to study.

a) How long did Suraj sit for study? b) How many hours Suraj do suraj sat for study?
c) How much hours Suraj sit for study? d) How long do Suraj sat for study?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
20. Banglore   is the capital city of Karnataka.

a) Where is the capital city of Karnataka? b) Which is the capital city of Karnataka?
c) Which did the capital city of Karnataka? d) Which was the capital city of Karnataka?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
21. Akshay is an actor.

a) Which is Akshay? b) What is Akshay? c) How is Akshay? d) Where is Akshay?
Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________

22. The Minister helped the villagers by sanctioning a new hospital.

a) Who did the Minister help? b) How did the minister help the villagers?
c) How the minister helped the villagers? d) How does the minister help the villagers?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
23. Sneha shoved herself to the door and jumped out.

a) Where did Sneha jump from? b) How did Sneha jump?
c) Why did Sneha jump off? d) When did Sneha jump?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
24. He spoke in better cheer.

a) How did he speak? b) How will you speak?
c) How can you speak? d) How does you speak?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
25. We go to school to learn.

a) Why did we go to school? b) why do we go to school?
c) why were we going to school? d) Why do we go to school?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
26. Twenty pupils   were present.

a) How many pupils were present? b) How many pupils did present?
c) How many pupils could present? d) How many pupils are present?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
27. This house is Ravi’s

a) Whose house was this? b) Whose house does this?
c) Whose house is this? d) whose house did this?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
28. I met him in Davanagere.

a) where do you meet him? b) where had you met him?
c) where will you meet him? d) where did you meet him?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
29. She goes to work at 10 a.m



a) When  does she go to work? b) When  does she go to work?
c) When  is she going to work? d) When  do she go to work?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
30. My father is a teacher.

a) what was your father? b) what are your father?
c) what is your father? d) what will your father?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
31. I want to buy a dictionary.

a) what do you want buy? b) where did you want to buy?
c) which dictionary do you want to buy? d) why did you want to buy a dictionary?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
32. Bhima   was a strong man.

a) Who was a strong man? b) Which was a strong man?
c) How was a strong man? d) What was a strong man?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
33. Laxmana went to the forest.

a) Where does Laxmana go? b) Where did Laxmana go?
c) Where was Laxmana go? d) Where are Laxmana go?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
34. He spoke very well.

a) How does he speak? b) How do he speak?
c) How did he speak? d) How is he speak?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
35. C.M went to Delhi to meet P.M

a) Why did C.M go to Delhi? b) Why does C.M go to Delhi?
c) Why do C.M go to Delhi? d) why is C.M go to Delhi?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
36. Ravi went to the temple early in the morning.

a) When do Ravi go to the temple? b) When does Ravi go to the temple?
c) When did Ravi go to the temple? d) When do Ravi going to the temple?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
37. My name Smitha.

a) what was your name? b) what is your name?
c) What has your name ? d) what did your name?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
38. There are hundred children in the class.

a) How many children are there in the class? b) How many children were there in the class?
c) How do children are there in the class? d) How did children are there in the class?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
39. Ramu goes to school by bicycle for 10 k.m everyday.

a) How long distance Ramu goes to school everyday? b) How much k.m does Ramu go School everyday?
c) How does Ramu go to school?   d) What distance does Ramu go to school everyday?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
40.  William Shakespeare  wrote the poem The Quality of Mercy.

a) Who wrote the poem The Quality of Mercy? b) who is the writer of the poem Quality of Mercy?
c) who was the author of the poem The Quality of Mercy? d) Who was the poet of the poem Quality of mercy?

Answer:-________________________________________________________________________________________
41. Latha sings melodiously.

a) How does Latha sing? b) How do Latha sing?
c) How does Latha sings? d) How did Latha sing?    



MARKS – 01                                                                                          work sheet no : 23

1. Infinitive: It is the base form of the verb. 
a. To Infinitive: Which is used with ‘to’ before the verb is called infinitive verb. Example: 
1. Sanju and Geeta agreed to meet at 2 O’clock. 
2. I’ll arrange to see the CM. 
b. Bare infinitive: The infinitive without the marker ‘to’ is used after the auxiliaries- shall, should, will, would, 
may, might, do, did, can, could, must, need and dare. 

Example:-
1. I shall invite them. 
2. We must go now. 
3. He can speak     English. 
4. You need not go  .   
5. He dare not refuse  .   

 Present tense
     (V1)

     Past tense
      (V2)

  Past participle  

(V3)
      Gerund     
                  (V4)

   Infinitive           

 (V5)

   Am/is/are/be       Was/were      been       being      To be
   Do/does       did      done      doing      To do
   Have/has       had      had      having      To have
                   
   Write/writes      wrote      written      writing     To write
   Drink/drinks      drank      drunk      drinking     To drink
   See/sees      saw      seen      seeing      To see
   Watch/watches      watched      watched      watching      To watch
   Purchase/s      purchased      purchased      purchasing      To purchase
   Buy/s      bought      bought      buying      To buy
   Bring/s      brought      brought      bringing      To bring
   Take/s      took      taken      taking      To take
   Give/s      gave      given      giving      To give
   Read/s      read      read      reading      To read
   Meet/s      met      met      meeting      To meet
   Attend/s     attended      attended      attending      To attend
   Celebrate/s     celebrated      celebrated      celebrating      To celebrate
   Kill/s     killed      killed      killing      To kill
e.g:-
I. Read the following conversation and identify the infinitve.
Manjula : where are you going?
Latha : I am going to market to buy vegetables.
Manjula : Is it? I too come with you.
Latha : Let both of us walk to market.
a) going b) am c) will d) to buy             Answer:- to buy   ______________________

Questions for practice :-
1. I am expecting two guests to come for dinner.

a) prepare b) expecting c) to come d) make Answer:-_________________________
2. I don’t have vehicle to take my dad to the hospital that’s it.

a) don’t b) to take c) have d) hospital Answer:-_________________________

        INFINITIVE

 INFINITIVE



3. She is an anxious to know  her result amma.
a) is b) anxious c) to know d) result Answer:-_________________________

4. I went to post office to post a letter.
a) are b) went c) late d) to post Answer:-_________________________

5. I would better not to be late.
a) to be b) would c) did d) better Answer:-_________________________

6. I would like to dance with you.
a) would b) you c) to dance d) with Answer:-_________________________

7. I am planning to visit Mysore Zoo.
a) do b) have c) to visit d) planning Answer:-_________________________

8. He is going to play cricket with his friends.
a) to play b) going c) is d) cricket Answer:-_________________________

9. You need not say thanks in friendship.
a) need b) thanks c) friendship d) say Answer:-_________________________

10.  I love to read that book.
a) love b) to read c) book d) that Answer:-_________________________

11.  Our English teacher helped me to learn English easily.
a) do b) helped c) easily d) to learn Answer:-_________________________

12. He need to sleep well.
a) need b) to sleep c) well d) he Answer:-_________________________

13. She wanted to invite her friend to her birthday party.
a) wanted b) birthday c) to invite d) party Answer:-_________________________

14. He has to catch the train.
a) to catch b) has c) train d) he Answer:-_________________________

15. One should have better guidance to achieve something in life.
a) should b) better c) guidance d) to achieve Answer:-_________________________

16. Swami’s father challenged him to show his courage by sleeping alone in the office room.
a) challenged b) to show c) courage d) sleeping Answer:-_________________________

17. They went to Banglore to meet the Chief Minister of  Karnataka.
a) went b) to Banglore c) to meet d) they Answer:-_________________________

18. The hotel seemed to be far away.
a) to be b) hotel c) far d) seemed Answer:-_________________________

19. Kruthika requested her friend to land her RS 500/-.
a) requested b) her friend c) to lend d) Rs 500/- Answer:-_________________________

20. Nikhitha had to go there.
a) had b) Nikhitha c) there d) to go Answer:-_________________________

21. Wangjia wanted to meet the bird of happiness.
a) wanted b) to meet c) happiness d) the bird Answer:-_________________________

22. He wanted to bring happiness to his people.
a) to bring b) happiness c) wanted d) his people Answer:-_________________________

23. Praveen goes to purchase a new Mobile.
a) goes b) a new c) to purchase d) Mobile Answer:-_________________________

24. My people long to see you day and night.
a) long b) to see c) my people  d) you Answer:-_________________________

25. God created man to enjoy the gifts of nature.
a) created b) the gifts c) of nature d) to enjoy Answer:-_________________________ 



Marks : 01        SOURCES OF INFORMATION      work sheet no : 24

Sources:-
1. Encyclopedia  :  It gives the basic information on every subject. The information is placed 

                 in the alphabetical order.

2. Dictionary  :  It helps to know about meanings,spellings, pronunciation, variation of words.

3. Thesaurus  :  It is a book of synonyms. It has a list of words and phrases which are grouped  

    according to their meaning.

4. Atlas  : It is a book of maps. You can find a particular place in the world.

5. News paper   : It is a collection of articles about current events usually published everyday.

E,g:- Which sources of information would you refer to know the meaning of difficult words?
Choose one of the following sources:

      Atlas, Dictionary, Encyclopedia, Grammar book Answer:-_Dictionary  ___________________  

Questions for practice:-
1. Which source of information would you refer to know the Synonym of  ‘happiness’?

Choose one of the following.
Thesaurus, atlas, magazine, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________

2. To know daily events one should read.

Thesaurus, atlas, Newspaper, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
3. To get information on every subject_______can be referred.

Thesaurus, atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
4. To know the meaning of the word ‘genius’

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
5. To know the spelling of  a word ‘Practice’ 

Thesaurus, atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
6. A Thesaurus gives us____________of words.

Spelling, pronunciation, meaning, synonyms Answer:-___________________________________
7. In encyclopedia information arranged in____________________________order.

8. To know the pronunciation of the word ‘designed’______

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
9. To find the variation of the word ‘act’________________

Thesaurus, atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
10. To know where exactly ‘france’ exists. One can refer___

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
11. To get information on earth quake one cane refer____

Thesaurus, encyclopedia, atlas, magazine. Answer:-___________________________________
12. To get synonyms ________is the reference material.

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
13. The source to study the synonyms is________________

Thesaurus, atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
14. The source to get the phrase that means to stop is_____

encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
15. To get the same meaning of words___________is the reference material.

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
16. To find out detailed information on sugar cane growth__________ is the reference material.

Dictionary, Thesaurus, encyclopedia, Atlas. Answer:-___________________________________

REFERENCE SKILL



17. To know where exactly volcano occurred in Japan____________

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
18. To know the information on nuclear weapons________________

 encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
19. To know the synonym of the word ‘Natural’ __________

encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
20. To know the pronunciation of the word ‘examination’

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
21. To know the place where the first nuclear bomb exploded______

dictionary, atlas, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
22. To know the variation of the word ‘inspire’___________

encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
23. To know the spelling of the word ‘determination’

atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
24. To collect the information about the thing that the scientists need for their research. 

dictionary, atlas, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
25. To find out the phrase that means ‘to stop’____________

encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
26. The book  of maps is_____________________________

Thesaurus, encyclopedia, dictionary, atlas. Answer:-___________________________________
27. The book of synonyms is__________________________

dictionary, atlas, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
28. To know about the result of yesterday’s cricket match one should refer______

Thesaurus, atlas, Newspaper, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
29. To find out the phrase that means “to continue” one should refer_______

 encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
30. To know daily events one should read________________

Newspaper, Thesaurus, atlas, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
31. To know basic information about great personalities Mahathma Ganghiji, Sir. C.V Raman you have to 

read_______________
dictionary, atlas, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________

32. Details about the rivers of  a country__________________

atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
33. To know the Synonym of the word ‘proper’ one should refer____

encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
34. To know the variation of the word ‘compose’___________

dictionary, atlas, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
35. To know who won the world cup match which was played the previous day.

Thesaurus, atlas, Newspaper, encyclopedia. Answer:-___________________________________
36. To find particular place in the world one should refer_______

atlas, dictionary, encyclopedia, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
37. To know the spelling of the word ‘psychology’ one should refer____

Thesaurus, dictionary, encyclopedia, atlas. Answer:-___________________________________
38. To know the pronunciation of the word ‘fight’ one should refer_____

 encyclopedia, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
39. You are searching for job. To know where jobs available one should refer_____

Newspaper, atlas, dictionary, Thesaurus. Answer:-___________________________________
40. In dictionary words are arranged in ____________________order.
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Marks : 01                                                                                                             Worksheet no : 25
Short Message Service (S.M.S) is a communication protocol allowing the interchange of short text messages
between mobile telephone devices. 

CLUES:-
1. ILU-I love you 18. Scl – school 35. D-the 52. B4 – before 

2. S – yes 19. Hw – how 36. Dat/dt – that 53. Satdy – Saturday 

3. Cnt – can not 20. 2nite – tonight 37. Dts – that is 54. Btw – between 

4. C – see 21. Hmwrk-home work 38. Gt- got 55. frnd – friend 
5. Mr – mister 22. Pls/plz – please 39. Tst – test 56. l8 – late 

6. Mrs – misters 23. K – ok 40. mrng – morning 57. frnz – friends 

7. Ms – miss 24. OMG-oh my god 41. 4m – from 58. bro – brother 

8. Gd/gud-good 25. Coz – cause 42. evng – evening 59. gonna – going to 

9. R – are/or 26. N – and 43. b’coz/Bcz –because 60. yr – year 

10. U – you 27. Str8 – straight 44. n8 – night 61.sis- sister 

11. Y – why 28. 2 – to/two/too 45. 2morw- tomorrow 62. Wanna – want to 

12. Msg-message 29. b’day – birth day 46. Fwd – forward 63. % - percentage 

13. V – we 30. 4 – for/ four 47. tnku – thank you 64. G9t – great 

14. B – be 31. Wud – would 48. Tnks/thnx –thanks 65. L8r – later 

15. Bk – back 32. Wt – what 49. Y’day/S day-yester day 66. Ppl – people 

16. Jst – just 33. Wr – where 50. 2day – today 67. Zzzwel – sleep well 

17. 1’s – once 34. tmrw – tomorrow 51. Aftnun-after noon 68. Gb – good bye

Write the following S.M.S in the normal way / decode the following s.m.s in the normal way.
e.g:-    I n my friends r ready 2 hav T.         Answer:- I and my friends are ready to have tea.

Questions for practice:-
 S.L 
NO.

               QUESTIONS                                          ANSWERS

1.      Wt r u dng?
2.      I’m f9 hre.
3.      Hw r u?
4.      Plz cme hre.
5.      Al r 1 4 us.
6.      Do d wrk n go hme.
7.      Y r v hre?
8.      V r rdy 2 go.
9.      Thnk b4 u do smthng.
10.      Al d bst.
11.      V r l8 tday.
12.      I knw wt 2 do.
13.      I’m cmng 2day.
14.      Wt shud I do?
15.      R u w8tg 4 me?
16.      4 n 4 makes 8.
17.      V r going 2 mysr 2day.
18.      Thnk b4 u say smthng.
19.      Hd ur brkfst.
20.      Wht r u talking abt?
21.      Y r u slnt?

S.M.S DECODING



22.      Al r going 2 Bnglre.
23.      I’m w8ting 4 d bus.
24.      2Mrw is my birthday.
25.      V r rdy 2 slv d prblms.
26.      Wr r u going?
27.      I wil tlk 2 u ltr.
28.      Gld 2 c u.
29.      V shl ply in d evng.
30.       A vry lrge twn.
31.      Y r u l8 today?
32.      I’m 3rsty.
33.      Cn I mt u 2mrw.
34.      2Day d bs ws 2 MT.
35.      Ystrday v saw d Bee gthring.
36.      I’m gng 2 eye tst 2day.
37.      I wl c u b4 sunset.
38.      I m the 1 who cares 4 u.
39.      Thnks 4 ur complmnts.
40.      It’s nt rt tme to shft the house.
41.      Plz dcd d colour 1st
42.      I’m vry hungry.
43.      I cnt wait for sm mre tme.
44.      V rote d S.A
45.      I gt d msg
46.      S v r cmng 2mrw
47.      Wht abt ur hlth?
48.      don’t b ovr smrt
49.      Hw ws d day?
50.      It’s 2 dngrs b crfl.
51.      Whts d cst f ur phone?
52.      It’s bttr 2 leave d station erly
53.      V hv 2 wt in a Q.
54.      Whn u tuk ds picture?
55.      V wuld hv lent a hlpng hnd 2 thm.
56.      dn’t b afrd f qsn ppr
57.      it’s an exmpl of adjctv
58.      Do d hrd wrk b4 u expct mre
59.      I’m thnkfl 2 ur brdr
60.      I lrnt dis frm my mthr.
61.      He cme ystrday 2 meet me
62.      I cant tel hw hpy I am
63.      Wht happened to u day b4 ystrday
64.      He bgan 2 feel trbly drwsy
65.      Dn’t rpt d mstk 1nce again.
66.      She is gud in English
67.      Cmplt ur hmwrk.
68.      Swtch off d lights.
69.      Hw do u clbrt d fstvl?
70.      Wrk is wrshp.
71.      Hpy brthday 2 u
72.      S, I wl sprt u.



Marks-2                                                                                                                        WORKSHEET NO : 26

I. Arrange the following words in the order in which they are put   in a dictionary.  

Clues :-
First tell them what is dictionary and the arrangements.

Tell them to write alphabets and explain the sequence....

It has two types of questions....

      a). Words starts with same letter.
      b). Another starts with different.

Give the students single letter first. Like g, e, l, q, a, z. To arrange.

Then two letters words like: on, or, of, at.

After that give some easy words to arrange.

At first stage we go with words from different letters then with same letters

      Example bat dog cat apple and ask which letter comes first in alphabet.

I. Arrange the following words in the order in which they are put in a dictionary.
e.g:- 
1.  stook, stood, stooge, stool
write these words one by one and scratch the same letters like this then say alphabet    

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z find the letters in the order

S t o o k     -   3
S t o o d     -   1
S t o o g e  -   2
S t o o l      -  4
Answer:- Stood, stooge, stook, stool
=============================================================================

Questions for practice:-

 S.L.
 No.

                      QUESTIONS                                    ANSWERS

1.   Account, access, accept, accord
2.   Weave, wrapper, wretch, wrong
3.   jolt, josh, joker, Join. 
4.   Every, evict, Evident, evidence. 
5.   Zone, zap, zip, zeal
6.   Crust, cruel, credit, cupid
7.   Break, bread, broad, brief
8.   Rest, restart, response, respect
9.   True, turn, torrent, time
10.   Circus, cyber, cinema, circumstance
11.   Scoff, shop, sack, squeak
12.   Profane, proud, profession, procession
13.   Arena, arrow, assess, advance
14.   Prominent, processor, probable, product
15.   Cyclone, cycle, cyclist, cyclic 
16.   Intrusion, intrude, intrusive, intruder
17.   Patter, patty, pattern, patten 

DICTIONARY ORDER



18.   Fade, fad, faddy, fader
19.   Chirr, chirp, chirrup, chirpy
20.   Dwell, dwarf, dweeb, dwindle
21.   Outsold, outsmart, outsource, out start
22.   Plot, plough, plosive, plop
23.   Poodle, pooch, pooh, poof
24.   Spoils, spoil, spoken, spoke
25.   Tyre, tyrant, tyar, tyro
26.   Kvetch, kurus, kurd, kurta
27.   Clove, cloven, cloudy, clout
28.   Close, clonk, clop, clone
29.   Brine, brink, brindle, bring
30.   Sulky, sulfur, sulk, sullen
31.   Kyrie, kyat, kyle, kybosh
32.   Heel, heed, heft, hefty
33.   Print, prior, prink, prion
34.   Saithe, sake, saith, saint 
35.   Quite, quirk, quirt, quite
36.   Mentor, menthol, menu, mention
37.   Railing, railcard, raillery, railhead
38.   Absorb, abstract, absolute, about
39.   Bless, blood, block, blow
40.   Class, city, citizen, civics
41.   Deep. Declare, defeat, decorate
42.   Escape, essay, equality, enough
43.   Follow, flow, flock, flog
44.   Globe, glass, gold, gallow
45.   High, heart, harp, hill
46.   Insult, integrity, insulin, information
47.   Justice, job, january, jersey
48.   Kite, kill, keep, keyboard
49.   Mark, map, mantle, mango
50.   Nation, nature, need, narrow
51.   Orbit, option, order, oral
52.   Page. Pain, paint , palace
53.   Quality, quick, quack, queen
54.   Rich, Race, Roof, Run
55.   Sweet, sugar, sheep, self
56.   Twist, turtle, turn, train
57.   Vulture, voyage, volume, vessels
58.   Wrong, wright, worth, worry
59.   Pull, public, punish, prove
60.   Rest, resolve, reptile, resource
61.   English, engrave, england, engage
62.   Grovel, grope, grow, ground
63.   Polish, police, polio, polite
64.   Sorrow, nap, zero, jupiter



65.   benefit, bar, bit, Bank
66.   Disguise, digest, discipline, dilute
67.   Faint, fabric, fountain, freeze
68.   Utopia, uranium, utensils, utility
69.   Xylophone, xenon, x-ray, xerox 
70.   Wretch, weave, wrapper, wrung
71.   Joker, josh, join, jolt
72.   Lees, leech, leek, lean
73.   Quest, query, queen, quell 
74.   Villain, village, villein, villa
75.   Evict, evidence, every, evident
76.   Earl, eagle, eager, each
77.   Yard, yacht, year, yawn
78.   Lamp, light, luck, laugh
79.   Sand, sack, segment, story
80.   Target, talent, thought, tight
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